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Foreword

The theory of modular forms, which received its systematic treatment at the hands of Felix
Klein in the late 19th century, has had a wide-ranging impact on mathematics and its applications.
Groups of integral matrices (with their fundamental applications to crystallography), conformal
mapping, ergodic flows, symmetries on manifolds, and number theory are among the many dis-
ciplines to which this subject has been applied. In recent years the fundamental work of C. L.
Siegel, who generalized the concepts to functions of several complex variables and applied them
to the theory of quadratic forms, has aroused new interest in modular forms.

There is a need for an exposition that starts with the classical material and leads gradually
to modern developments. These lectures make few demands on the maturity of the reader, and
their study will acquaint students and workers in the field with the important basic ideas, and
bring them to the point where they can underjand and appreciate the current research in this
subject.

Lewis M. Branscomb, Director
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Lectures on Modular Forms

Joseph Lehner

This book is an expository account of the theory of modular forms and its application to number
theory and analysis. The first chapter defines modular forms and develops their most important prop.
erties. The second and third chapters introduce the Hecke modular forms. A Hecke form fis a simul.
taneous eigenfunction of a family of linear operators T1, where p runs over the positive primes. The
eigenvalue corresponding to T is the pth Fourier coefficient a(p) off. The Fourier coefficients of
fare multiplicative, i.e., a(mm) a(m)a(n) when in and n have no common divisors. The intimate
connection of these results to the theory of certain zeta-functions is indicated in a note to chapter 3.
The fourth chapter is devoted to the automorphisms of a compact Riemann surface. It is shown what
groups of linear-fractional transformations with coefficients in a finite field can be the group of auto-
morphisms of a compact Riemann surface. In the last two chapters congruences and other arithmetic
properties are developed for the Fourier coefficients of Klein's absolute modular invariant. Analogies
with the Hecke theory as well as with the Ramanujan congruences for the partition function are
discussed.

Key words. Automorphism; finite field; genus; Hecke operator; Klein's invariant; linear trans-
formation; modular form; Riemann surface.

Introduction

The simply-periodic functions such as the sine, cosine, and exponential, are familiar to every reader.
Such functions are invariant under a linear transformation r' r + b, where b is a constant. The functions
that are invariant under a linear-fractional transformation

ar+b
T cr + d

also play a prominent role in many branches of mathematics. Of these an important subclass is the class of
modular functions, which we obtain by requiring that a, b, c, d be integers. A modular form has roughly the
same relation to a modular function that a differential (or a power of a differential) has to a function. These
lectures are concerned with modular forms and their applications to number theory and analysis.

The reader is required to know only the elements of complex variable theory, group theory, and number
theory. Explanation of difficult points is provided in Notes collected at the end of each chapter; they are
referred to in the text by superscripts, for example, 1 These Notes also contain further elaborations of the
theory and its connection with other mathematical theories.

Reference is made to two of the author's books for certain proofs and detailed discussions. These are:

A Short Course in Automorphic Functions, Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, New York, 1966

Discontinuous Groups and Automorphic Functions, American Mathematical Society, Surveys No. 8,
Providence, 1964

and are referred to as Short Course and Surveys, respectively. The reader will find that if he is willing to
accept certain statements on faith, he will not need to consult these works much.

The material of this volume was presented at the Canadian Mathematical Congress, Algebra Seminar,
held at York University (Toronto) in August 1967. The author is indebted to Margaret Ashworth (now Mrs.
Miflington), who made a careful reading of the original draft.

This book is dedicated to the memory of HANS RADEMACHER.

i
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Chapter I. Modular Forms

1. The Modular Group and Some Subgroups

Throughout these lectures we shall use the letter F to denote the modular group, which is the group
of linear-fractional transformations

a + b
cr + d a, b, c, d, Z,adbcl.

Here Z is the set of rational integers. In group theory this group is referred to as LF(2, Z). Though the
transformations (1) are the object of our study, it is much more convenient to use matrices. The group *

Va b\ISL(2, Z)s( )Ia, b, c, d, eZ, ad_bcl}
1\c dit

is not quite isomorphic to F, but we have

FSL(2, Z)/{I,I}, i=( ?)-

We regard F as the matrix group SL (2, Z) in which each matrix is identified with its negative.
We shall be concerned with certain subgroups of F, all of finite index:

Fo(n)={()FcO(mod n)}

F0(n){()FbO(mod n)}

F(n)
= {(' )r'(

)
±I(mod

F' = commutator subgroup of F,

and some others. Here it is necessary to be careful about the relation of the matrix to the transformation.
Clearly, if - I is in the matrix group, (2) holds; otherwise the two are isomorphic. The first case occurs in
the first 3 groups listed above, but IF'. In general, we shall make no distinction between the matrix
and transformation groups, trusting to the context to keep things straight. For applications to number theory
the group Fo(n) is especially important.

We shall denote by G an arbitrary subgroup of finite index in F. The group G is discrete, that is, it con-
tains no infinite sequence of distinct matrices that converges to the identity matrix. Almost all of what
we do goes over with minor changes to discrete groups of linear-fractional transformations with real co-
efficients provided they are finitely generated, but we shall not be concerned with the more general case
except in Chapter IV.

*For typographical convenience we shall often write (a b cd) in place of
(at)

when it appears in the text.
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The geometric theory of linear-fractional transformations is essential in our work. We shall deal only
with linear-fractional transformations with real coefficients and determinant 1; calI the group of such trans-
formations fi. An element of fi maps the upper half-plane H on itself and the real axis on itself, and con-
versely any transformation with these properties can be written with real coefficients and determinant
i and so belongs to fi. We also have the classification into 3 types (disregarding the identity):

elliptic if a+dl <2
(3) parabolic if a+dj=2

hyperbolic if a+dj >2.

The interpretation as noneuclidean motions is familiar.1 (cf. ch. I notes, No. 1, p. 16). An elliptic transforma-
non has two complex-conjugate fixed points, one lying in H a hyperbolic transformation, two real (distinct)
fixed points; a parabolic transformation, a single real fixed point. In particular, elliptic elements of G can
only have traces O or ± I; the former are of order 2, the latter of order 3, and these are the only orders
possible for elements of G. We shall consider that all groups of linear-fractional transformations act on
H or on the real axis.

The points a, b, H are said to be C-equivalent (or simply equivalent, when G is understood) if Va = b
for some element VG. By this equivalence relation H is partitioned into mutually disjoint equivalence classes
or orbits

Gz {VzIVG}.

The concept of orbit leads to the fundamental region, on the one hand, and to the Riemann surface, on the
other. These are both realizations of the orbit space H/C, defined as the set of distinct orbits of G. H/G is the
space obtained by identifying points in H that are C-equivalent.

To realize the orbit space in H, select one point from each orbit and call the union of these points a
fundamental set for G (relative to H). Since we wish to deal with nice topological sets, we modify this concept
slightly and define afundamental region R to be an open subset of H which contains no distinct C-equivalent
points and whose closure contains a point equivalent to every point of H. That fundamental legions exist for
the groups of interest to us admits a simple proof (cf. Gunning, ch. J* or Short Course, p. 57). Fundamental
regions for F and ['(2) are shown in the figures; notice that they are actually regions (i.e., connected), which
is not required by the definition. There are, of course, many fundamental regions; in particular, V(R) is
one if R is, where VeG. The collection of regions {V(R) VG} form a network of nonoverlapping regions
which, with their boundary points, fill up H. Examples of these striking geometric configurations may be
found in many books.

Let A, B be sets in which a multiplication of elements is defined. Write

C = AB

if the set of products {ablaA, bB} is the set C. Write

Throughout this work these arabic footnote numbers refer to the corresponding chapter notes given at the end of each chapter.
5Gunning, R. C., Modular Forms, Princeton Univ. Press, Princeton, N-J., 1962.
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(4) C=AB

if for each cCwe have uniquely c= ab, aeA, bB. Thus, with C a group, A a subgroup, we have (4), where
B is a system of right representatives

THEOREM 1. Let G=H A, where H is a subgroup of finite index in G. Then

Tnt U aRc
aA

is a fundamental region for H. ( is the closure of R.)

The almost evident proof can be found in Short Course, theorem 6D, p. 61f. This fundamental region
may not be connected; however, connected fundamental regions do exist for all subgroups.

It is possible to select the fundamental region so that it has other desirable properties. The sides of
such a fundamental region are arranged in conjugate pairs, the two sides of a pair being equivalent by a
group element. These conjugating transformations generate the group.

(5) s O 1'

For example, in R1, we regard the arc of the circle as consisting of two sides separated by the point i. Then
the vertical sides are mapped into each other by S, the curved sides by T. where

T
(O-1
'j Q

are standard notations. (Short Course, p. 37.) The vertices are defined to be points of R6 where two sides
meet; they are arranged in cycles, each cycle being a complete G-equivalence class of points on the boundary
of R6. Thus Ri has the following cycles: {}, {i}, {e23, e2I6}; while RJ(2J has the cycles: {}, {O},
{- 1, 1 } see figure on p. 3. If one vertex of a cycle is fixed by a parabolic element P, the other vertices
are also fixed points of parabolic elements, for VPV' fixes Va if P fixes a. and VPV' is also parabolic. Then
the cycle is called parabolic. Similarly for elliptic fixed points, and it is clear that every vertex of an elliptic
cycle is fixed by an elliptic element of the same order, which is called the order of the cycle. It can happen
that the vertices of a cycle are not fixed points at all; then we say the cycle is accidental (or unessential).
Such a cycle can be avoided by a different choice of fundamental region, whereas this is not possible with
fixed-point cycles. Obviously an elliptic cycle must lie entirely in H, whereas the vertices of a parabolic
cycle are all real (including possibly , The sum of the angles at the vertices of a cycle is O, 2ir, or 2ir/k,
according as the cycle is parabolic, accidental, or elliptic of order k> 1. In Rr the cycle {oo} is parabolic,
while the remaining cycles are elliptic of order 2 and 3, respectively. In Rl'(2) the cycles are all parabolic.
(Short Course, p. 39ff.)

If we identify points (necessarily on the boundary) of Rc that are G-equivalent we obtain an orientable
surface. Thus for R we get a sphere with one point removed (one "puncture"); for Rl(2) we get a sphere with
3 punctures. The genus of the surface (i.e. the number of handles) is in both cases zero. It can be shown
that this always happens: the R6 of every subgroup G of finite index in F becomes, on identification of G-
equivalent boundary points, a surface of genus g O with t O punctures (Short Course, ch. III, sec. 1).
The integer g can be computed from Euler's formula applied to RG:

(6) cn+12---2g,
4



where c is the number of cycles and 2n the number of sides. The number of punctures t is simply the number
of parabolic cycles in RG.

Let us calculate the genus of F. Here n=2 and there are 3 cycles; this gives g=O. For F(2) we have
n=2 and 3 cycles; again g0.

These considerations tie in naturally with the Riemann surface2 of G. The orbit space R = H/G can be
given a topological and, in fact, analytic structure that makes it a Riemann surface. There is a projection
map

o-; r GT

from H to R which identifies G-equivalent points:

o-0Vo- for VG,

and which is a local homeomorphism except at the fixed points of G lying in H. Thus H may be regarded as
a branched unlimited covering of R = H/G with the projection o-. Moreover, RG is a model of R and the genus
of R is the same as the genus of R(; as defined above (Short Course, ch. III, sec. 1). Finally o- is an analytic
mapping from H to R except at the fixed points of G.

Poincaré introduced the area metric

dudv
V2

,TU+IV

which is invariant under all linear-fractional transformations with real coefficients and determinant + 1. If
we restrict ourselves to fundamental regions that are Lebesgue measurable, it is easy to show that they all
have the same area, which is therefore a group invariant and is called the area of the group (Short Course,
p. 50). The area under this metric of a circular arc triangle lying in the closure of H is known to be IT minus
the sum of its angles (Gauss-Bonnet formula). By triangulation OfRG we then find, in view of (6), that

RG=2IT(2_2+ (i_fl),

where IR is the area of Rc and l is the order of the transformation fixing any point of the i!1 cycle ( i if
the cycle is accidental, if the cycle is parabolic). Thus RG is finite. C. L. Siegel has determined the mini-
mum of the right member of (9):

IRc r/21.

This remarkable but completely elementary result was apparently unknown until the appearance of Siegel's
paper in 1945 (Sorne remarks on discontinous groups, Ann. of Math.). For groups with parabolic, elements -
all the groups G are in this classwe have a stronger result:

IRc IT/3.

The minimum is attained by F. (Short Course, ch. I, sec. 5.)
From theorem i we deduce that if [F : G] = , then

(12) jiR1',

since V(R1)jRiH.

352-970 O-69-2 5



2. Modular Forms

A modular form is an analytic function that has a certain type of invariant behavior on F or a subgroup
of F. We recall that the symbol G is used to denote an arbitrary subgroup of finite index in F. The simplest
behavior would be strict invariance:

(13) f(Lr) f(r) for all LG.

However, this is too restrictive for our purposes. If we consider differentials rather than functions, we
observe that a consequence of (13) is

f'(Lr)d(Lr) =f' ()dr.

Differentials of higher "weight" would be obtained by taking powers; thus, with gf" we get

g(Lr) (dLr)Itg(r) (dr)'.

Now

'a b\L'(T)=(cT+d)2,L=
d)

if we remember that adbc 1; the above equation is then

(14) (cT+d)25g(Lr)g(r), LG, hZ.

The well-known Weierstrassian invariants g, g3 from the theory of elliptic functions satisfy (14) with 2h4
and 6, respectively.

To express (14) it is very convenient to introduce the stroke operator:

f(T)jkL= (cr+d)f(Lr), L=(a b\
\C d)

Here L has real coefficients and determinant + O; in our applications k 2h is an even integer and is usually
omitted from the notation. Equation (14) is then simply

gLg,LG.

Observe that

gIL1L2= (gILi) jL2.

We can also define, for constants a1, a2:

g(aiLj+a2L2)=a1gL1+a2gjL2.

Moreover, we shall want g to satisfy some analytic requirements. It would be natural to insist that g
be meromorphic, but in our applications only holomorphic functions arise. The second requirement concerns
the behavior of g at real rational points (including ): we wish g to have a definite behavior as T tends to
such a point. We now make the following definition.

(15)

6



5Whpn written out this series would read:

(e. d) I

where M (abcd) is any matrix in F having (c, d) as its lower row.

7

(19) Let {G, - k} be the set of functions fir) such that
f is holomorphic in H.
for each matrix AGL (2, Z), i.e., with integral entries and positive determinant, fi kA tends
to a definite limit (finite or infinite) as r u+ iv joe uniformly in every region Ea: u < l/a,
y > a > 0; this limit is independent of u.
fj _kL f for all LG.

1fr is a rational point, we define the value off at r as follows: Let V be a matrix of GL(2, Z) such that
Voe=r; define

(20) (J)r (f(T)iV)r= i!9 (f(r)IV).

The existence of this limit follows from (19)(ii); that it is independent of V (provided Voe r) is easily shown.4
Thus imposition of (ii) guarantees thatf has a value at all rational points. Note that

(f+g)r= (f)r+ (g)r and (f L)r (f)Lr

The value (J)r may be infinite. Note that (f)r is not necessarily equal to f(r) =limf(r). For suppose
f(F, - k} and suppose f(oe) = 1. Let r be finite and let Voer, V= (a b i cd). TFiic 0. So f(Vr) =
(cT+d)kf(r); letting T-soe we have f(r)cs But (f)r (fi V) (f),=1. However f)f(oe), since
we may take V1.

We callf a modular form of degree - k (actually, a regular modular form). If k= 0, we speak of a modular
function. Restrictions like (ii) are absolutely essential if the theory of modular forms is to have an algebraic
character.

Clearly we have

J{G, k1}, f2{G, - k2} 'f1f2{G, k1k2}.

In this way we can generate forms of all negative even integral degrees 4 if we have a form of degree 4
and one of degree 6, say.

We shall now define subclasses of {G, k}. Let

(21) <G, k >= {ft{G, k} such that (f) oe, (f)r oe for all rational r}.

This is the class of everywhere regular forms. Next let

(22) <G, k>0 {fjG, k} such that (f)c0, (f)r0 for all rational r}.

These are called cusp forms. Clearly {G, k}, <G, k>, and <G, k > are all vector spaces.
It is as well now to give some examples. Let us first consider the modular group F. In general we denote

by F0 the subgroup of F consisting of all elements of F that fix the point a (the "stabilizer" of a). Considering
F as a group of linear fractional transformations, F, is the infinite cyclic group generated byS. If F is re-
garded as a matrix group, however, then L = {S, I}. Let us take the latter point of view and consider the
following series without regard to convergence:*

(23) Gk(r, ii) =
MsB -k

M, k' even integer



where F=F,,B and ¡-'Z; it is easy to check that the series does not depend on the choice of B. In fact, if
F=F,,B', then each bB corresponds to a bVjbeEB' th Hence V,±S'and bÇTbT+m, 50
that the term of the series corresponding to b is unchanged on going to b . (Actually B runs through a full set
of matrices in F with different lower row.) It follows that for VF,

since clearly F= F,, BV. The series (24) converges absolutely for k 4 (so far as even integral values of k
are concerned); for the proof see Short Course, p. 68ff. Absolute convergence permits rearrangement of
its terms, which was done implicity above when we replacedMVbyM. The convergence is uniform in regions
u a, V ß > 0, and its terms are holomorphic (k is an integer!), all of which implies Gk is holomorphic

in H. What is the situation as 'r - i ? For the matrices M with c 0, lc'r + dl - O while the exponential
factor is bounded. In fact, ifT=u+iy, r'=Mru'+iy', we have

y' = YICT+ dl_2,

GkIV= ( e2'
MB

M)

exp (2rlpl/c2y) exp (23rlvl/y),

which is bounded as y-5 + . There are two terms in the series corresponding to matrices with c= 0; the
matrices may be taken to be 1,land the terms add up to2eZT. Hence lGk(r. z')

l
as r i' when

v< 0, Gk is bounded when z'0, and Gk_* O when z' >0. Suppose we can establish (ii) of the definition (19).
Then in all cases Gk{F, k}, and Gk(r, v) < F, k> if z' 0, Gk(r, z') < F, k> if z' >0. However,
in the last case may be identically zero! This is in fact one of the outstanding unsolved problems of the
subject. It cannot happen, however, when z' 0. For when z' < o. Gk as r i. as we have just seen.
When v=0, we get

(Gk(r,O)),," limGk(r,O)=2+lim (cr+d)=2.
(', d)=1

CO

The function Gk(r, z-') is called a Poincaré series of degree k and parameter z'. When v0 we speak
of an Eisenstein series. The classical invariants of Weierstrass, g2, g3 are, up to constant factors, identical
with G4(r, 0), G6(T, 0), respectively.

We must now establish property (ii) of the definition (19). Let

A
(a , a -ßy = n >0\ 6/

be in GL+(2, Z). We have

GkIA= e2i(c"r+d')_k,
MB

where A'=MA= (a'b'Jc'd'), c'ca+dy. When c' 0. exp 2iz'A'r is bounded as r i by an estimate
similar to the one above; then all such terms tend to O as r jcc There can be at most two terms in which

= 0, and then d' O since det A' = n > 0. The sum of these terms has the value 2d' exp 2rripka'r + b') Id',
which has a definite limit for r i.

We have therefore proved the existence of nonconstant modular forms of all even integral degrees 4.

2ir
l I y

exp (2iriziMr)l = exp (-2irvy') exp

8

MV= Gk,

(cu+ d)2+ c2y2



9

Next we consider modular forms on G, which is, as usual, a subgroup of fluite index in F. The group
G contains a smallest translation S', for [F G] <, and {SN, I}. As before we set up the series

GkT, y; G) Gk(T, y) = e2T_kM,

where G= G,, . B. Here B is seen to be a complete system of matrices in G with different lower row. Absolute
and uniform convergence still hold for k> 2,Gk is holomorphic in H, and

GkV=Gk for all VG.

The proof of property (19) (ii) is the same as in the case of the full group F. We have thus established the
existence of nonconstant forms in the classes {G, - k} and <G, - k> for k 4.

The value of Gk at a rational point, i.e., (Gk)r. is given by (20); its uniqueness is established by4.

3. Modular Forms (continued)

Every modular form has a Fourier series. In fact, the subgroup G has a smallest translation SN; thus
- k} f(r+ N) f(T), which implies

(24) J(r) = a(n)e2mnnIN,
fl= ¿L

where by the finiteness condition (ii) in the definition (19). As a matter of notation we reserve the
letter x for

x e2'

and then can rewrite the Fourier series as a power series in xh/N:

(24a) f(r) = a(n)x<V.

The a(n) are still called Fourier coefficients however. We sayf has order at i, and we call xh/N a local
variable at i ; it maps a neighborhood of i onto an open disc about x = 0.

Moreover,f has an analogous expansion at each rational pointr' a/c. Let V= (ablcd) F, where we may
assume c> 0; then VSmV-1 fixes r. If we choose n as the least positive integer such that VSmV_1G, then
VSmV_l will generate the stabilizer of r in G. FromfIVSmV_1 'f we deduce (fV)Sm=f IV, so thatfiVhas
the usual Fourier series in exp (2Trir/rn):

f/V=

By (19, ii),f IV has a limit as -*i; therefore, i'c. This maybe regarded as the expansion off at
r r= V x. It is essentially unique, for if W oc = r, WF. then V-1W fixes oc and so W= VS1. Then

b(n)e2 fl(T+1)/m = b'(n)e2Ím.
n= y

To get an expansion forf itself, operate with V' to obtain

(cr+ a)'f(r) = b(n)e.2tLV



d i
Since Vr=--- , cT+ac(Tr),

c c2(rr)

this yields

(24b) (rr)"f(T) c(n) exp {-2lrin/c'(Tr)}, c' >0
n=i,

with c(') 0.

Let us now return to F. The Fourier coefficients of Gk are known, but unless v 0 the formulas are too
complicated to be of much use. However, in the case of ,'= O (Eisenstein series), the Fourier coefficients ar
readily obtained by standard complex variable methods. We multiply Gk by 2 to make the constant term I
and call the resulting function Ek. Then

(2ir)k(_flk12
(25) Ek(T)1+ (k1)'(k) i(n"k=4,6,

where (k) = m" and r(fl) =dr. In particular,

(25a) E41+240x+. . .,E6=1-504x+.

Here we see the emergence of number theory, for k_i(fl) is a multiplicative arithmetic function.
We can obtain a cusp form by combining the Ek; thus

EfE= 12x+.

is not identically zero and certainly belongs to <F, 12>. We write

(26)

The function ¿ has a remarkable product expansion 6

(r)=x n (1_xm)24
m I

and so is never O in H. Its Fourier coefficients are denoted by r(n), "Ramanujan's function,"

i(r) r(n)x",
n= i

and r(n) has the same multiplicative properties as am(n), as we shall see later.
Except for O there are no cusp forms in F of degree > 12 and there are no everywhere regular forms

of degree 2. To see this we shall mention an important formula connecting the number of zeros and poles
of any form fin {F, - k}, f* O, namely,

(27) q+L++-,rs k

where q is the number of zeros off in R1 and p is the order off at jco One can prove this formula by integrating
f' ¡f around the boundary of the fundamental region and taking advantage of the transformation formule

10



(19)(iii). The integers r, s are explained as follows. Because of the existence of a substitution T of period 2
in F fixing T=i, it is possible to expandf in powers of t=((r_i)/(r+i))2:*

(T+i)hf(T)tI4 b(n)t;

k/4+v=r/2 is called the ordert off at ri. Similarly, the existence of an element TS of order 3 fixing
T=pe2I3 results in the (generally fractional) order k/6+X=s/3 at r=p. The factor 1/12 in the righti
member of (27) is proportional to the area of Rt. (See Short Course, ch. II, sec. 3.)

In (27) we have q, /.L, r, s 0. If we set k=2, there is no solution. In the case of a cusp form we must
have ji 1 and thereforek 12. This proves our assertion.

Each everywhere regular modular form f can be written as a polynomial in Ek and
,

and the formula

f= ajEij&, E0= i
jao

k-12j#2

is easily proved by noticing from (27) that ji k/12 and that EK12J& has a zero of orderj at i . To obtain
a cusp form we must have ao=O. From this we can count the linearly independent cusp forms:

([k/12], k 2(mod 12)
dim <F, k >o= [k/12] 1, k 2(mod 12), k >2.

0, k=2

Obviously

dim <F, - k > = 1 + dim <F, - k >0.

For a subgroup G there is a formula similar to (27); the left member counts the algebraic orders of the
zeros and poles, with orders at the interior fixed points counted fractionally as above, while in the right
member the factor 1/12 must be multiplied by ji = [F: G], because of (12). The result is

I; ('fl+q,
q being the sum of the orders at interior points of R(;. For example, the case of [12) gives

k
v + i.' + vo + q =

in an obvious notation. This shows there are no cusp forms for k < 6.
The case k=0 is important; herewe have a modular function. Formula (30) says:

THEOREM 2.f{G, 0},f constant, implies f has the same number of zeros and poles in L.
This has the crucial consequence:

THEOREM 3. A bounded modular function f is a constant. **

is a "local variable" at ri; it maps a neighborhood of i in R(, onto an open disk about t0. Similarly, ((rp)/(r))3 is a
local variable about rpe2"/3.

tRemember k is even, therefore r is an integer.
**Thjs may be phrased: An everywhere regular modular function (i.e., regular in H and at the cusps) is a constant.

11



For, if TOR(,, the function g(r) =f(T) 1(ro) has a zero in Rc but no pole. Hence g O orf(T) f(ro).
This is the fundamental theorem of the subject and we give another proof. Let Pi, P2, . ., p, be the

parabolic vertices of R (p= [F: G]) and set Jrlim f(T) as r pj vertically. Since f is bounded in H, f
is finite. Now construct

(f(r)f);

then FE{G, O} and F(p)O. Let M=sup FI in H. There is a sequence r5 such that IF(rn)IM. Because
of the invariance of F under G we may assume T5R(; and that on a subsequence r,, - roR(. By continuity,

I
F(ro) = M. Hence T is a maximum point and by the Maximum Principle it cannot lie in H. Thus To is forced

to be some p and in consequence M0. It follows that F = O, orf(T) fj for some j. Q.E.D.
Theorem 2 states that a modular function f has the same number of poles in any fundamental region.

This number, called the valence, is positive unless f is constant. The valence also equals the number of
times f assumes an arbitrary value c, for f(T) - c is O if and only if f(r) = c, and the number of zeros of
fc is the same as the number of its poles, i.e., the same as the number of poles off When the valence
equals 1, we say fis univalent.

THEOREM 4. There exist univalent functions on G if and only if G is of genus zero.

The proof depends on the Riemann surface and will be discussed later.
Theorem 4 implies that F admits a univalent function. Consider

j(r)E]_1=x_1+c(0)+c(1)x+ . . ., x=e2.

Clearly j(r){F, O}. Also by (26a) is never O in H, hence j has its single pole, of order 1, at i. Therefore
j is univalent. By theorem 2 it must have a single zero in R1, which is known to be at r = p e2"'3. In fact
E4(p)=O, for

E4p)=E4(p)I_4TS=(p+1)4E4(TSp)=(p+1)4E4(p),and(p+1)4e431.

From (26), also,

j(r) - 121=E-'.

Using the information in (25a) and (26a)* it is seen that the Fourier coefficients c(n) ojj(T) are rational inte-
gers. Their arithmetic properties will form one of the main objects of study in later chapters.

Returning to subgroups of the modular group, let us consider Fo(q), q= prime, the subgroup defined
by qic in (ablcd). Of course every form on I' is a form on Fo(q), but we are looking for "proper" forms.
Consider

fk(r) =Ejjqr);

for V (a, b qc, d)Fo(q) we have

a(qr)+bq 1a bq\
qVr Vi(qr),ViH

c(qr)+d \c d)d

and so
fk I V (qcr+d)"fk(Vr) = (qcr+d)_kE(qVr)

= (qcr+d)Ee(Vi(qr)) (Ek I V1) Eh(qr)fk.

12
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Since (19) (i), (ii) are trivial in this case. Ek(qr)E{Fo(q),k}. This is a general principle, valid also when
q is not a prime. On the other hand,

fk(r)T=rfk( 1/r) = rEk(q/r)
= q(EkjT)r/q= qEk(T/q) = q/(r/q2),

so Ek(qr) is not invariant under T and therefore is not a form on F. Since Fo(q) is maximal in F when q is a
prime, Ek(qr) is a proper form on ['o(q). Similarly, X(qr is a proper cusp form of degree 12 on Fo(q).

Finally, we shall note the connection of forms on G with differentials on the Riemann surface R = H/C.
Let rEH and let q'crTER, where cris the projection map defined near (7). 1f is an analytic function onR,
then

belongs to {G, O}, for, by (7)

Conversely, f{G, O} implies

is analytic on R; note that f(cr1q) is well.defined, despite the many.vaiuedness of o', because of(7). In
somewhat more complicated vein we can treat forms and differentials. Thus if i/i(q) (dq)m is a differential
(of weight m) on R, then g(r){C, --2m}, where

g(r) (dr)mI/j(crT) (dcrr)m

and conversely gE{G, 2m} yields

ql (q) (dq)m= g(o'q) (du-'q)

as a differential of weight m.* The relation between the orders of forms and differentials at a point can be
calculated:

n(r, g) = i(q, fI), if r fixed point

ncr, g) =(q, fI) + m (i -3), if r is an elliptic fixed point of order I

n(r, g) = (q, fI) + m, if T parabolic fixed point.

Here n is the order of g at r, 7 is the order of çl=qj(q)(dq)m at q=o-i-, and mis the weight. The reader is
urged to observe (35) with particular care; failure to do so can result in the most absurd contradictions in
going between H and R! In particular,

a cusp form of degree-2 on H corresponds to an everywhere regular differential (abchan differ-
ential of the first kind) on R, and conversely.

It is a theorem that a compact Riemann surface (whether punctured or not) admits a univalent function
if and only if it is of genus zero. When this is carried over to H we get theorem 4, above.

f(T) (o-r) ='(q)

f(Vr)çc(o'Vr)=ço(o-r)=f(r).

(q) =f(cr'q)

5The "local variables" at points of H, discussed above, correspond to the "disk homeomorphisms" on R.
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Since

4. Sums of Squares

Let us now apply these ideas to the problem of representing a positive integer m as a sum of s squares.
If such representations are properly counted, their number is given by r8(m), where

= (03(r) )s
(

e1)rz I + rs(m)eimT.
- In=1

The function 03 is a classical 0-function and we have

03(r+2)=03(r), 03(l/r) (ir)11263(r)

the first equation being obvious, and the second being proved, for example, by the Poisson summation
formula or by contour integration. Hence if 81s, ®{F0, s/2}, where [' is the subgroup of F generated by
S2= (1 2101) and T. It is easy to prove the two characterizations:

Fs {VFIV I or V T (mod 2)}

7a b d'lcd, ab= even integers}
1\c

From the first of these it is clear that [F: F] 3, since there are 6 classes of modular matrices modulo 2.
We have

F=F5-{I,S,ST},

which we use to construct R15. (It is necessary to shift some regions byS2 to attain this figure.) SinceS2( 1)

=+ 1, the cycles are {}, { 1, + 1}, {i}, of which the first two are parabolic, the last elliptic of order 2
(being fixed by T).

From the definition (37) it is clear that

(39) Ø(ico)=1

By using the known transformations of the theta-functions (see Whittaker-Watson, p. 475) we find

I
TS_1T=±2eT+O+

/1 0\
TS1T(cc)=(1 i) (°°)+1,

we get

14



(0) =0.

Our next move will be to match up Ei with an Eisenstein series

G312(r, 0)= 11M,
M8

where F5(f0)B. LetM(ablcd),then

M.TS1T=(a )=( c±d

and c + d 0, since c, d are of opposite parity (cd even, (c, d) = 1). It follows that i IMTS1T - O with r - jOO
and so

(G512(r, 0))= (G512(r, 0)lTS1T),0.

Now obviously

G512(ioo, 0) =2;

hence (39) to (42) show that

ø5(r)G512(r, 0)+H(r),

where H is a cusp form.
Let us now apply formula (30) to F0:

i s 3 s

Since a cusp form requires v, > Ö, vi > 0, we cannot have a cusp form unless

s 16.

In particular, for s =8 we definitely have

H(r mO

and so equating coefficients in the Fourier series of (43):

rs(m) a(m),

a(m) being the Fourier coefficients of G12. It is possible to calculate a(m) since we know the arithmetic
characterization of the matrices of F0. Standard computations give

r(m)l6(_1)m (_l)dd3.
dm

We can verify that rs(m)/16 is a multiplicative arithmetic function; in fact (m 2iIIpe)

15



Now

dr' (cr+d)2dr, y'y(cr+d)2,

as a calculation shows, where we must use adbc' 1. Thus

j(IT'j drj

y' y

i.e., jdrj/y is an invariant differential of length. By integration we obtain the distance formula:

d(wj, W2)rr- log
(wib)(wza)
(W! - a) (w2 b)'

where w1, w2H and a, b are the real points on the H-line through a, b; a, w1, w2, b are in order on the H-line.
An H-circle can now be defined as the set of ali points at the same H-distance from a fixed point woH; it
turns out to be a euclidean circle whose center lies vertically above ut.

Suppose EclI is an elliptic transformation. It has two fixed points, and ; let H. One can prove
that each hyperbolic circle about is a fixed circle of E. Putting E in normal form, we get

T' __ei0 r,where T'ET, O 6< 2.
T' T

It is easy to establish that the angle TT' is equal to 6(map rO, r'* by alinear transformation, then
r' = Er becomes w' = ew in the new coordinates). Thus T has been moved through an angle O and so we call
E a noneuclidean rotation.

16

(45) r8(m)/16=
2+1)_ 15 p3(e±1) i

7 [1 p3_ipeIm

the first factor is omitted if m is odd. Here p(' j m means pe is the exact power of p dividing m.

Chapter I Notes

1. A few remarks on Poincaré's model of hyperbolic geometry are in order. Plane hyperbolic geometry is
obtained from euclidean geometry when one replaces the parallel postulate by the following: Through a
given point not on a line there passes more than one line that does not meet the given line. In Poincaré's
model the upper.half plane H represents the H-plane (= hyperbolic plane), and an H-line is represented by
that arc of a circle orthogonal to the real axis that lies in H (this includes vertical half-lines). We define
H-angle measure to be the usual euclidean angle measure. With these definitions it is seen that the axioms
of hyperbolic geometry are fulfilled in the model.

The "rigid motions" of the geometry are those 1-1 mappings of H into itself that preserve properties
of congruence (as stated in the axioms). It can be shown that the rigid motions are the linear-fractional trans-
formations that preserve H, in other words, the elements of flLF(2, reals). An H-distance can now be
defined by means of its differential, which must be fl-invariant. In fact, let

r=x+iy,r'=Vr=x'+iy', v=(° )n.



Next, let H be a hyperbolic transformation of Q with (real) fixed points i, . If K is any circle through
the fixed points (not necessarily orthogonal to the real axis), H moves a point along K by a constant H-dis-
tance. We speak of H as a noneuciidean translation.

Finally, suppose P is a parabolic element of Q. If P fixes (i.e., is a translation), each vertical line is
displaced parallel to itself. Similarly, if P has a finite (real) fixed point , an H-line through is shifted by P
to another H-line through . Furthermore, if a circle C is drawn in H tangent at , then P moves a point along
C a constant H-distance. Following Coxeter, we refer to P as a noneuclidean parallel displacement.

2. The Riemann surface arose originally as the domain space for analytic functions, but independent char-
acterizations were given early in this century by H. Weyl and T. Radó. Let W be a surface, that is, W is a
connected Hausdorif space and each point of W lies in an open neighborhood D that is homeomorphic to
an open subset of the euclidean plane. If D1, D2 are overlapping neighborhoods with corresponding home-
omorphisms '1)i, (1)2, then tI' is a mapping (called a neighbor relation) from the complex plane to itself,
and we demand that it be directly conformal (analytic with nonzero derivative) wherever it is defined. When
these conditions are satisfied, we say W is a Riemann surface. Briefly, a Riemann surface is a surface with
directly conformal neighbor relations.

Now suppose G is a finite-index subgroup of F. The points of the orbit space R = H/C are the orbits
[r] = Gr, where 'rH. The map o- H - R defined by o-(r) = [r] identifies C-equivalent points of H, i.e.,

o-oL=o- for LG. In Short Course, pp. 117-121, it is proved that R can be given a topology that makes it a
Riemann surface. Without going into detail here let us see what the neighborhood structure of R is like.

As a model of R we can take any set that contains exactly one point from each C-orbit, i.e., a fundamental
set. An equivalent procedure is to use a fundamental region R(; together with its boundaries but we identify
boundary points that are equivalent under G. Thus, in the case of F, we could use the closed standard funda-
mental region Rr but identify the vertical sides and the circular arcs meeting at the point i. Call such a set
R/,. We can now operate entirely in R/,.

INTERIOR
POINT

INTERIOR
POINT

OF SIDE

FIXED
POINT

OF ORDER 2

FIXED
POINT

OF ORDER 3
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Now R(, has 4 classes of points:

To iS an inner point of R(;. Let S be an open disk about ro lying in Rc. Then trro maps S topologi-
cally onto a disk about t0 in the t-plane; S is an open neighborhood of To and the map r t is a "disk
homoeomorphism" (t is a "local variable" at To).

ro is an interior point of a bounding arc s of R1;. There is an equivalent point TI on an equivalent arc s'.
Let S be a small open noneuclidean disk about ro and S'yS the equivalent disk about r1. A neighborhood
N of To is (S U S') n R0 together with the arcs of s and s' lying is S and S' respectivelycf. figure, p. 17.
(Note that these arcs are identified.) N therefore consists of two "half-disks," 'N0 and N1. The linear trans-
formation r i(rro)/(rro) sends N0 onto D0, the upper half of an ordinary disk D about the origin,
while r--i(r----T1')/(Ti') sends N1 onto D1, the lower half of D. Since the diameters of Do and D1 are
identified in the mapping, the two maps can be fitted together to give a homeomorphism of N onto D.

TO is a fixed point of G of order two, i.e., an image of i. Now ro lies on a boundary arc s of Rc, so we take
for its neighborhood a "half-disk" N= (S n R(;) U (s n S), where S is a small noneuclidean open disk about
ro; the two boundary arcs of N separated byro are identified. The lInear transformationr i(rro)/(r'fo)
maps N on the upper half of an ordinary disk about the origin with the bounding radii identified (see figure);
hence t= (i(rr0)/(r-0))' maps N homeomorphicafly onto an open disk about t0; t is a local variable
at To.

Finally, let To be a fixed point of order 3 (an image of p = e2uf3); To lies at the intersection of two bound-
ing arcs of Rc. If one of these is a vertical side, we shift Rc to the left slightly; then ro will appear as in the
figure. In the neighborhood of To, Rc subtends an angle 21T/3 and the bounding arcs issuing from ro are
G-equivalent. Hence the neighborhood of r0 will be constructed in the same way as in 3), but the local variable
is now t (i(rr0)/(ri0))3.

Observe that the parabolic vertices (for example, icc) do not appear in R,',. Hence in the Riemann surface
R = H/G these will be projected into "punctures." There are as many punctures as there are distinct parabolic
classes in G.

We can also think of H as a covering surJàce of the Riemann surface R = H/F. If R is a Riemann surface,
the surface R = (R, ir) is called a smooth covering surface of R provided the "projection mapping" ir: R - R
is a local homeomorphism. The points in the inverse image ir_I(q), qR, are said to lie over q. The surface
R is said to be unlimited if, given a curve y on R with initial point q and a R lying over q, there is a curve

on R with initial point that lies over y. We also allow certain points in R (branch points) where the one-
to-one character of ir is violated; if such points exist we say R is a branched covering surface of R. The branch
points are isolated and if R is the set of branch points,Rfl is a smooth covering of Rir(E).

Returning to G and H we see that (H, o-) is a branched unlimited covering ofRH/G, where the projec-
tion map is o-: H - R, the "identification map" referred to earlier. The branch points are the points of H
fixed by elements of G (and so are necessarily images of i and p under the modular group). Analytic maps
between surfaces can be defined and it can be shown that o- is analytic except at the branch points.

The process of projecting H on H/G can be reversed. Let R be a closed (compact) Riemann surface.
Among all the smooth unlimited covering surfaces of R there is essentially only one that is simply connected;
this surface covers all others and is called the universal covering surface R = (R, ir). Since R is simply
connected, we can map it conformally and i - 1 onto a normal plane region, either the extended plane,
the finite piane, or the upper half-plane H (Riemann's Theorem). When R is of genus > 1, this map f is
always onto H (hyperbolic case).

Now let h be a covering transformation of)?, i.e., h is a homeomorphism of E that carries a point lying
over qR into another point of R lying over q. In symbols, iroh = ir. The map V=fohof' is from H to H and is
1-1 and analytic, since the analytic structure of R (induced from R) makes h analytic. Thus Vis a real linear-
fractional transformation, and the group of covering transformations of R is conjugate byf to a group G C fi.
Besides this, it is easy to show G is discrete, so G is now a real discrete group. Furthermore, G is isomorphic
to the fundamental group of R. Thus, given a closed Riemann surface R we have found a real discrete group
acting on H such that H/G=R. The group G is not unique, but a group G' satisfies H/G'R if and only if
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G' =xGx' with xfl. The theorem we have just asserted is one of the deepest of geometric function theory
and is often called the Uniformization Principle.

As a consequence of the compactness of R, the fundamental region of G is relatively compact in H. Hence
G has no parabolic elements and so is not a subgroup of F (of finite index). By starting with a surface R which
is closed except for a finite number of punctures and applying a procedure similar to the above, we do get
groups G with parabolic elements. To get F itself, we must introduce a branched universal covering surface.
In this case R will be a surface of genus O with one puncture and R will be branched over two points of R.
The puncture will be the image of jQo in H under lTof', and the two points in R images of i and p.

3. Let r' = Vr x' + iy', r= x+ iy, where V= ( I cd)fl. For the area elements we have

dx'dy' Jdxdy,

with

so that
dx' dy' dx dy
Idr'12 - IdrI2

Multiplying this equation by Idr'121y'2 dr2/y2 (cf. Note 1) we get the desired result.

Let V (a b cd), V' (a' b' c' d') with V. V'GL(2, Z) and a/C a'/c' r. Then V'V' fixes
and so

V V' = D
= ( ).

where D has rational coefficients and determinant 1; note a/6 > O. Hence

f} V'=fI VD=(fi V)(aT),

which has the same limit for r i asfi V.

Take the formula

u+d)2îr2 cosce2 u-42(e'"e")2

_4.2 me2", Im u >0
1h I

me2ihhlI, Im u < O
"I I

J=

, Idx ax
ax ay

ay' ay'
ax ay
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By the Cauchy-Riemann equations,

3x' ay'

J=
ax

3y'
ax

3x

ax'
8x

= (ax'z+ (a'2=
\axj '\ax)

2dr'
dT



and differentiate it k-2 times. In the result replace u by CT and sum over c, using the top formula for c > O
and the bottom one for e < O. We get

(k-1)!(2i) (cr+d)
eO d=-oo

=2 x dkl.
n=1 d rn

Adding on the term for C=O yields

(cr+ d) 2(k)+ 2(2r)k(_ i)k/2
(n)x.

e, d=--,o n1
(e, d)(O, O)

Now the left member equals

(er+d)k=(k)Gk,
=i (e, d)=1

(e, d)=

and this gives (25).

6. Define

C. L. Siegel has shown (Mathematika, 1954, or ch. V Notes, No. 3) that PE{F, - 12}. Hencef= /P{F, O} and
fis regular in H (because, as an infinite product, P is never O). Moreover, atiwe havef 1 + a1x+ . . .

Thus f is bounded in the fundamental region. Later we shall prove (theorem 3) that a bounded modular
function is a constant. Hence P =
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Chapter II. Modular Forms With Multiplicative Fourier
Coefficients. I.

L Introduction

In previous lectures we have met the arithmetic functions k-1(fl) and T(n), occurring as the Fourier
coefficients of the modular forms Ek and , respectively. They have the following properties:

f(mn) f(m)f(n) for (m, n) = 1

f(pa+l)f(p)f(pa)_pk_lf(paI),a1,2,

where we make the convention that

(2a) f(x)0
if f is an arithmetic function and xis not an integer. The function r(n) satisfies (1) and (2) with k 11. These
equations reduce the calculation of o-k_j(n) or r(n) to their calculation for nprime. We shall call any
arithmetic function, not identically zero, which satisfies (1) and (2), multiplicative, but it must be remembered
that the class of functions thus defined is more restrictive than what is qsually called multiplicative in number
theory, where only property (1) is assumed.

The multiplicativity of T(n) is not trivial; it was conjectured by Ramanujan and first proved by Mordell.
In 1936 Hecke developed a wide generalization: he found all modular formsL is only one of themthat
have multiplicative Fourier coefficients. This was done first for F and later for I' (n), the principal congruence
subgroup modulo n (Math. Ann. 114 (1937), 1-28; 316-335). This extensive theory was, however, deficient
in one crucial point, which was later supplied by Petersson (Math. Ann. 116 (1939), 401-412; 117 (1939),
39-64).

Hecke's basic idea was to introduce certain linear operators T, n 1, 2,. . ., each of which maps the
space of modular forms of a given degree into itself. In addition these operators were chosen so that the
multiplicativity properties of the Fourier coefficients of a form f correspond exactly to the property that f
shall be an eigenfunction of all T (a simultaneous eigenfunction) and that its first Fourier coefficient should
be 1. However, Hecke did not succeed in proving the existence of enough simultaneous eigenfunctions. This
was done by Petersson, who defined for this purpose a scalar product (f, g) of forms in < F >o, making it a
Hubert space. He proved, moreover, that the T were hermitian operators on <F >o and was able then, by
a known theorem of algebra, to simultaneously diagonalize the matrices representing the T. This provided
the final solution of the problem, which is to the effect that < F > admits an orthogonal basis of simultaneous
eigenfunctions each of which has multiplicative Fourier coefficients, and that this system is unique.

We shall now present the proofs of the foregoing developments.

2. The Operators T

Let k be a fixed even interger. For abbreviation we write <F> for <F,k>, similarly <F >o for
<F, - k >(), these denoting the vector space of holomorphic modular forms that are finite and that vanish,
respectively, at the cusp i. We recaTI from Chapter 1, (28) that

[k/12], k 2 (mod 12)
¿zdim<F>o= [k/12J-1,k2(mod12),k>2

0. k=2
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We obtain linear operators that preserve <F>0 as follows. Let H = H be any set of 2 X 2 integral matrices
of positive determinant such that in

H=FB,

B is a finite set. Let fE < F >0. Then we define a linear operator X by

flX= fIM.
Mß

Note that fiX is independent of the choice of B. Indeed, if HF B', then each b1eB is associated with a
b'=yb1, y,eF that is in B', andflb1''(fIyi)Ibiflbj. Now let VF; then

(f jX)V= fIMV=f!X,
MB

since clearly H F . By. Becausef is a cusp form, (fM) = O and so we have proved thatfiXe < F >o. Hence

<F>0jXc<F>0.

There is a wide choice of operators X satisfying the required condition, but we select one that is con-
nected with the problem of multiplicativity. Let

HP={(a b) a, b, c, deZ, adbc=p}p= prime.

LEMMA 1. H F B with

Bp={MiOJp; M( i),o1<, M=(

PROOF. Let (a bic d)H. Now

and

¡A
kc

B\(a b\(.
D,J\c d)\O

22

:)

if Ca+Dc=0, so choose C=c/t, Da/t, where t (a, c). Then (C, D)'l and we can findA, B so that
(A BIC D)F. Hence

/AB\ /ab\ /1 I\ /pm\
CD)cdJ )orO 1)\Op/

In the first case choose x so that O I + xp <p; then

¡lx\ /1 I\ il j\
o i) (\O p)=(\Op)' °f<P

(a b(l »
with VeF.\Cd/ \Op/

O

/



In the second case note that

/1m\ (pm\ ípO\ /ab\ /pO\
o i) o i)=o i)' or 4ïo WF.

It is convenient to normalize the definition of the operator defined by Hp; we set

(6) ff fi M.
McB

From the discussion preceding the lemma we can now assert the second statement of

THEOREM 1. <F >J T, C <F>,

<F >oiT C <F >0.

The first statement is proved in the same way.
Explicitly we have

(6a) fiT=

The connection of the operators { T} with the problem of multiplicativity is made clear by

THEOREM 2. 1ff has the Fourier series a(m)xm, where s O, then
ms

(7) fITp [a(mp)+p1a]xm.
mas! p

Here x = e2iT as usual and, by our convention (2a). a(m/p) = O when p4"m. Setting a(i) = O fort< s, we have

IST .151fi T"p' a(m)e2' e2" +p'1 a(m)e2imPT
iìì'() j=0

= a(,np)xm+ plc_I a(m/p)xm.
ìn0 Ins0

In the first sum the range of m can be taken to be m sip, and this is also true of the second sum, since
a(i)0 forO m/p1<s/p.

Next we observe that theTp commute. In fact note first that we can write

fITpPk1 ii(
adp,

b mod d -

because off(r+ 1) "f(r). Thus forp p',

b\ fa' b' \
fiTT' = (pp')kl (dd1)hfj(

d) o ei.')(I,d ad'

Q.E.D.
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and the product of the matrices is

(aa' ab'+bd'
dd'

Now as b runs mod d and b' mod d', ab' + bd' runs mod dd', since (a, d') = i because of a'p, d' p'. Hence

fi = (pp')kl (6b') Af ) =ÌlTp'T,ud3=pp', 5>0
$ mod S

so we have proved

THEOREM 3. The operators in the set {T, pprime} commute.

Note that the only invariance property off used in the proof was f(r + 1) = f(T).

3. Simultaneous Eigenforms

The crucial role of an eigenfunction of T is not far to seek. Letf be an eigenfunction, i.e.,

f T, = X (p )f.

Inserting the Fourier series and using theorem 2, we get, on equating coefficients,

a(mp) +p1a(m/p)= X(p)a(m).

Let us suppose not only that a(i) s O but

in which case we say that the eigenfunction is normalized. Then putting m i in the above equation we
see that

and so

In particular, for mp°:

24

Instead of the term "eigenfunction" we shall use "eigenform", to remind us thatf is a modular form.
Now suppose f is a normalized eigenform of all T, or what we shall call a normalized simultaneous

eigenform. Equation (10) is the multiplicativity property (2), and (9) and (10) together imply (i):
a(mn)=a(m)a(n) for (m, n)=1. in fact (1) is true for arbitrary m and np°, a1; this is simply (9),
as p,(m (hence a(m/p) =0). Assuming it true for a < fi, we take m np1 in (9) and get

a(pßn)a(p)a(pß_1)a(n)_p11a(p12)a(n) a(pß)a(n),

X(p)a(p),

a(mp)+p''a(m/p) a(m)a(p).

a(po+l) = a(p)a(pa) __pk_1a(pol), aO.



where we used (10) with a replaced by ßi. By induction on the number of primes dividing m, we establish
(1). Hence we have proved the first part of

THEOREM 4. IffE< F > a normalized simultaneous eigenform of all T, p=prirne, andf(r) = a(m)x,
rn=1

a(i) = 1, then a(n) is multiplicative in the sense of (1) and (2). Conversely, if fe < F >ohas the above
Fourier series whose coefficients satisfy (1), (2), and a(i) = i, then f is a normalized simultaneous eigenJorm
of a/I 7 with eigenvalue a(p).

To prove the converse we first show easily that (1) and (2) imply (9). Then by theorem 2 and (9),

fIT= [a(mp)+pk-ia(m/p)]xm=a(p) a(m)x.
m=1 rnI

Since our basic goal is to find modular forms with multiplicative coefficients, theorem 4 shows we must
prove the existence of normalized simultaneous eigenforms of all {T}.

4. Simultaneous Diagonalization

The essential fact is now that the vector space <F >o is finite.diînensional; the dimension ¿L appears
in (3). The operator T can as a consequence be represented by a p. Xp. matrix with respect to a
basis {f, . . ., f,} of < F >o:

fjjTp=x(p)f, 1=1,2, . .

The commutativity of the {T} induces commutativity in the matrices {À (p)}{A(p)}. Suppose in
addition we can show that

(i2) À(p) is hermitian (X(p) = Xjj(p)) for all p.

Among the matrices {X(p)} there are a finite number ( p.') that are linearly independent, say X(pi),
X (p,). By a theorem of algebra* the set {X(p) } can be simultaneously diagonalized by a unitary matrix.
Since each X(p) is a finite linear combination of the {X(p)}, it follows that the matrix A diagonalizing
the {X(p)} also diagonalizes all {X (p)}. Let {g1, . . ., g,} be the basis obtained by applying A to {fj};
it is a basis, as A is unitary. In the new basis T is represented by the diagonal matrix A'X(p)A. Hence
{ g} is a basis of simultaneous eigenforms of all {T}.

It was Petersson who proved the hermitian character of the {X (p)}. He did this by defining a scalar
product2 in <F >, thereby making it a Hubert space. Forf, ge < F >0 define

(13) , g; Ru) = JJf(r)(r)vt2dudv, T= U + iv.

It is proved in Short Course, p. 98, that the integral converges and is independent of the choice of3 R1.
(Although the proof given there assumes k> 2, it is actually valid for k = 2.) Hence we can write simply (f, g).
That the integral defines a scalar product is clear. With these properties <F >, together with the scalar
product (f, g), becomes a Hilbert space - still called <F > - since the space is finite-dimensional and so
necessarily complete.

*Gantmakher F. R., The Theory of Matrices, voI. 1, ch. IX, sec. 15, Chelsea Pubi. Co.. N.Y. 1959; or Newman, Morris, J. Res.
Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), 71B (Math. Sci.), Nos. 2 and 3, 69-71 (AprSept. 1967).
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We can assume from the beginning that the basis {f,,. . . ,j',} is an orthonormal basis:

(f,, fi) = 8ii.

Then (12) is equivalent to

(f,IT,fi)=(f,,fjITp), i,j=l,. .

as is trivially verified. Hence we must prove (14), which in turn is equivalent to

(fTp,g)(f,gITp) forf,g<F>o.

The proof of (15) is rather lengthy and we shall not give it here; it can be found in the first paper of
Petersson cited at the beginning of this chapter. In essence the ideas of the proof are as follows. The scalar
product (fi T, g) may be expressed as a sum, of which a typical term is

fJ (f(r) I Mi)(T)v 2dudvPfJf(r) (g(r)
i

«r 41jRr

This begins to look like what we want except that MR, is quite different for different j. Therefore we go to
the subgroup ['(p), whose normality will help usWrite F=F(p) . A and note thatfiA,=fforAiA; clearly

JJvuv [F :F(p)] .JJfgvk2dudv
R'

We may therefore prove the result for integrals extended over fundamental regions R = Rr(p) consisting of
[F: ['(p)] copies of R. Ñw we take advantage of the fact that X1F(p)X C F for any XeH, which leads to
the lemma that (f, g; R) = (f, g; X' Rn). Then we can make the above change of variable and get

(*), JJ(f(T)jMj)g(T)vk2dudv= JJ . . .

= pfJf(r)((r) IMr1)v2dudv.
R, 4;' Rp

Now it is possible to select a system B such that not only is H = F B but H B F. For example:

12+p),oi<p;sp=(o )

And of course F, soft T'p' p«fi Mr'. Hence summing (*) over
j, we get the desired result.

We now return to the orthonormal basis {,fi, f,A} of< F>o. LetA be the unitary matrix diagonaliz-
ing all X(p), as above. The new basis {g,, g} obtained by applying A to {f} is also orthonormal;
write the Fourier series

g= bj(m)xm,i=1,2, .
m=1

According to what we have said above, each g, is a simultaneous eigenform of all {T} and we write

g,jT=' A,(p)g,.

Let us consider any g, and suppose b, (r), r 1, is its first nonzero coefficient. 1fr> 1, let p be a prime
dividing r. By (7),
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g4Tp=b1(r)x/1ì+. .A1(p)b1(r)xr+

which implies b1(r) O, a contradiction. Hence there is no such prime p andr must be 1. That is, all gj begin
with a term mx. Therefore we can normalize by setting hjg1/b(1), i= 1, . . ., p; then

h1(r) = cj(m)xm, c(1) = 1.
m=1

The new basis {h1} is still orthogonal but no longer orthonormal. Since the {h1} are normalized simultaneous
eigenforms of all {T}, their Fourier coefficients are multiplicative, by theorem 4. We have therefore proved:

THEOREM 5. For every even positive integer k the Hubert space <F, k >o admits an orthogonal basis of
forms

h(r)= c1(m)x11Çc1(1)1
m=1

where, for each i, the Fourier coefficients c(m) have the multiplicative properties (1) and (2). Each h is a nor-
malized simultaneous eigenform of all {T, p = prime} with eigenvalue A (p) and

A1 (p) = C1 (p).

So far we have T only for prime p; the reason was simplification of the proofs. However, we can now
extend T to T for all n 1, 2, . . ., by defining*

T1 = identity operator,

Tpa+t=TpTpap1Tpn-i, a 1

T71=H Tpe;
pe n

that is, we make T satisfy (1) and (2). Then it is shown without difficulty that the full set {Tn, n 1, 2, .
has the same properties as {T} : they commute and are hermitian. The {h1} are now normalized simultaneous
eigenforms for all {7} and (17) is satisfied for all n:

A(n) =c,(n), n=1, 2,. . .; i=1, 2,. . ., p.

As a generalization of (1) it can be shown by induction that

c(m)c(n) = c(mn/d2) dk
diOn, n)

for all m, n 1, 2.....The same relation is then satisfied by the {Tn}.

5. Uniqueness

The final step is to prove the uniqueness of the normalized simultaneous eigenforms h1, h2,
(apart from order). For later purposes we shall prove a more general theorem.

H n means p" n,
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THEOREM 6. Let g < F >0, g O, be a simultaneous eigenform for all T with prime p q, where q is an
arbitrary fixed prime. Then

g(r)=ch(r), cO

for some i in i i

PROOF. We first prove: for each pair ij in i i, j j.t there is an n> 1, (n, q) = 1, such that

(19) A1(n)sA(n).

If not, we can write, by (18),
h1(r) ha(r) çc(qr),

where p(r) = a(n)e2". Plainly cp(qr) < F >o. We now need two lemmas.
fl= I

LEMMA2. If Ji(r) Sk/J(r),S(1 1O 1),andiji(nr)<Fo(n)>o, n>1, then /i(r)<F>o.

First,IfJ(r)EF°(n).Forleto(r)=qJ(nT); then o(r)< f'o(n) >. Hence

since

or replacing r by nr,

But Ji(r) < F>, hence

Ir
/ at )+b\{
Ç

(cr+ d)co
nd +d)fr

\n)

nb) /ar+nb\
d =(cr+d)(\Cr+d /

(a )Fo(n)if(a )EFo(n).

But/JIS1J;hencewithT=(O-1I1 O) we get:k(JITh=I/,STSJJI(1 Oil 1)=iS,or
qi j T=qi. Thus qijS=q, I T=qi so qiE{F, k}. Since qi(nr) < F0(n) >o, we have 11m iji(nr)0, which

implies Jim qi(r) = O. Hence qi < 1' >0.

LEMMA 3. If qi(r) and qi(nr) both belong to <F >ofor some n> 1, then qî(r) O.

PROOF. With iji(nr) = oi(r) E < F >o, we get

qi(nr) =o(r)

= nkrkqi (_ ) = nqi(r)
I
T.

qi(n2r) =nqi(r).

By inserting the Fourier series of qi we see that this relation can hold only if all Fourier coefficients are zero,
since n> 1.
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We return to the proof of theorem 6 and choose Js, n q. Recall that çc(qr) is in <F >0, hence in
<F0 >. Then by lemma 2, ço(T)< F >o and so by lemma 3, 0, h1= h. Hence (19) is proved.

Now let g(T) satisfy the hypotheses. Since {h, i = 1, . . ., p} is a basis for < F >o, we have

g=
But g O and so some a is not zero. Suppose it is a1; we shall show aj=O forj> 1.

Let 1 <1 < p and let Tm be such that

Ai(m) Aj(m).

Call A'(m) the eigenvalue of g with respect to Tm. Then gTm A'(m) g A'(m) But gTm=

(
ahi)ITm_ aAj(m)hj. For j=1: A'(m)a1aiAj(m), or A'(m)Ai(m), since a1 Ö. For j1:

A'(m)a,=ajA,(m) and so

0= (A'(,n)A,(m))a,= (Ai(m) A,(m))a,.

Since the factor of a is not 0, aj=0 for 1> 1, as promised. Q.E.D.
We can state the desired uniqueness theorem as an easy corollary of theorem 6.

COROLLARY The {h, i 1, 2, . . ., ¿4 are uniquely determined (apart from order) by the two properties:

the {h1} form a basis for < F >.
each h is a normalized simultaneous eigenform of all T for prime p.

Chapter II Notes

Let (m, n)= i and suppose mpi . . . pr. By what was proved in the text we have

a(mn)a(pÇ1(p2 . . . prn))

a(p1)a(p2 . . . prn). . .a(pi) . . . a(pr)a(n).

In particular this equation holds for n = 1, so

a(ìn)=a(pi) . . . a(pr)

and the result follows.

This scalar product is equivalent to the one used in Riemann surface theory. Let us first see how to inte-
grate over a region S on a Riemann surface R. Let U be an open neighborhood (parametric neighborhood)
in S and t «(q), qU, the corresponding homeomorphism; t is called a local variable for U. Suppose

I(z'), where z is a euclidean triangle; we callz' a triangle onR. If is an analytic function onS and
= (fr(t)) 1(t) for qU, we define

fJ =Jf (, t= X +



To make this definition invariant under changes of local variable we must require that çidxdy be a second-
order differential 11 in the following sense: to each local variable =Xa+ idya there shall correspond an
analytic function 'pa such that fi = p4xadya, and if t is another local variable, then

(*)
pa(ta)dxadya = (pß(tß)dXßdy,3.

We now partition S into a network of triangles each of which is small enough to lie in one parametric neigh-
borhood and define the integral over S to be the sum of the integrals over the triangies; it has to be shown, of
course, that the result is independent of the triangulation used. Cf. R. Nevanlinna, Uniformisierung, Springer,
Berlin (1953) 117-121.

Suppose çcdt, Jidt are two ordinary differentials, i.e., p, are analytic functions of t and p(t)dt, 4i(t)dt
are invariant under changes of the local variable t. Let t' =x' + iy' be another local variable and let p(t)dt

p'(t')dt', etc. The Jacobian of (x', y') with respect to (x, y) is Jdt'/dtj2. Hence

dx'dy' dt' dt' dxdy -p(t)dt(t)d1- dt'di' p(t)(t)dxdy,p'(t')j2(t')dx'dy''p'(t')dt'j7(t')di' dt'd'
so that pdxdy satisfies (*) and is a second-order differential. Hence

I
J(t)P(t)dxdy

is well-defined. This is defined to be the scalar product (p, qi) of two differentials pdt, q,dt. Cf. Nevanlinna,
Uniformisierung, pp. 339-340.

Let us now return to the Petersson scalar product in the r-plane and restrict our considerations to cusp
formsf, g of degree 2 on the group G. We have

(f,g)J Jf(r)(r)dudv r=u+iv.

Let R = H/C; to the forms fdr, gdr on H there correspond differentials pdt, tlidt on R. If o- is the mapping
H - R (the map that identifies C-equivalent points in H), then o- is single-valued and analytic when its range
is restricted to RG; hence so is To-bo(t). We now have

f(r)(r)dudv=f(r)drg(r) ddudv/drd

dr 2 dxd=f(t)dtg(t)di dr =f(t)g(t)dxdy.

Since o1 (R) 'RG, we have shown that o- is an isometric mapping of RG onto R; that is, (f, g)= (p, q,).
The same conclusion holds for differentials of higher weight (corresponding to forms of higher negative
degree), but the analogous scalar product has apparently not yet been used in the theory of Riemann surfaces.

3. The problem of convergence arises at the cusps of the fundamental region. Consider the cusp at joe-
Sincef < F > o we have

f (r) a(m) e21TO(e279l);
m= i

similarly for g. Thus the integrand is O(yk-2e-4Y) and this converges over any region xi A, y B. (Note
that this would be true even if only, one off, g is a cusp form provided the other is regular at joe-)

This disposes of the question forI'. Now supposeG is a.subgroupof finite index in Fand letpAcc, A1
be a finite cusp. As we have seen (ch. I, sec. 3, (24b))

(r r)"f(r) = b(m)e Ti/c(r-r), c >0
nI= i
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so thatf= O(v_ke_2ï) as r= u+ iv approaches T= r from within a fundamental region. Hence the integrand
is O(v _2e_4771cv) and the integral is finite when extended over a triangular cusp region with apex at r. Since
the index is finite, there are only a finite number of parabolic cusps in a fundamental region, and the con-
vergence of the integral is proved.

Suppose VG; write Tu+iv, rut+iv. Recall that dudv/v2du'dv'/dv'2 and cr+dI2v/v'; also
that c, dare real in V= (a blcd). Then

v'kf(r' ).(r') .du'dv'/v'2 = J Vgj V(cr + d)"(&+ d)cv'duthJ/v2 = fdudv/v2.

This equation shows that the integral does not change when we integrate over VR instead of RG.

4. In making the following calculations it is necessary to observe that det M is p, not 1. If we write
Mirr' = U' + iV', T u+ iv, M, (af3ly), then y' pvIyT+ I2 and we easily verify that

vhf(r) Myg(r) pv'hf(r')g(r') JM'

Because of the invariance of v2 dudv we now obtain the equation of the text.
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Chapter III. Modular Forms With Multiplicative Fourier
Coefficients. II.

In this chapter we shall continue the study of Hecke's operators and of eigenforms with multiplitative
Fourier coefficients, studying them on the subgroups ['o(n). A complete account of this treatment will appear
in a forthcoming paper by A. O. L. Atkin and the writer*. Here we concentrate on n= q= prime.

1. The Subgroup F0(q), q= Prime. Good Primes.

Let q be a fixed prime and k a fixed even positive integer. We recall that Fo(q) is defined by the con-
dition qc in (a bjc d)F. We abbreviate <Fo(q), k >o to <Fo > o.

The discussion is divided into two parts. First we treat the primes p that do not divide q, i.e., p q;
these are called good. Here the previous theory developed in the last chapter goes through almost unchanged.
The operators T are the same as previously. The second step is to treat the bad prime q. The previous
operator T is not suitable, since <F0> oTq <F0>. We must define a new operator Uq and discuss the
behaviour of Uq vis a vis {T}.

In the sequel p will denote any prime different from q. Let

HP,HP{(a ) such that a, b, c, deZ, ad_qbcp}.

Then we can show that

HpFo(q)Bp,

where B, is the same set defined in Chapter II, lemma i. Hence T, defined by

J1Tp15.f1M,

is identical with the operator in Chapter II, (6), (6a). Again we observe that the definition of the operator
T0 is independent of the choice of representatives B in (2). Now exactly as before we cân prove that

<['0>0 TpC<Fo>o,pq

Before proceeding further we make note of a characteristic feature of the theory. A cusp form in F is
also a cusp form in Fo(q), and since the operators T(p q) are the same for F and Fo(q), a simultaneous
eigenform for F is a simultaneous eigenform for Fo(q). As normalization for the eigenforms in Fo we shall
require only that Fourier series at i should begin with xe2T, and the expansion variable x is the same
for F and Fo. Thus the basis {h1} of normalized simultaneous eigenforms that we developed for F in the
last chapter will serve as part of a basis for the normalized simultaneous eigenforms for Fo. But by Chapter
II, theorem 6 the {h} are unique; hence a basis for the normalized simultaneous eigenforms for Fo(q) must
include the basis forms for F.

5Hecke Operators on to be published in Math. Ann.
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Moreover, there is another type of imprimitivity that occurs. Letf(T) < F > 0, then g(r) =f( qr) < Fo >0.
In fact, if (a, bqc, d)F0,

g(T)
fa b\
qc d)_1T)

(a
qc

ar + b
(qcT± d) f (a(qr)+bq

c(qr)+d f
since (a, bqc, d) has determinant land belongs to F. Also, writingf(qr)f(T)Q, Q=(q 00 1), we ob-
serve that Q commutes with T(p q). Hence

(*)
f(qT)ITp=(fIQ)ITp=(fT,,)jQ=A(p)f(r)Q=A(p)f(qT),

so that f(qr) is a simultaneous eigenform of all T, p q. Hence the simultaneous eigenforms for Fo(q)
contain f(qr), where f(r) is a simultaneous eigenform for F. Note however that f(qr) is not normalized
even if f(r) is.

We shall handle the situation in the following systematic way. The scalar product of two cusp forms in
Fo can be defined in the same way as was done for F:

(f,g)= f ff(r)g(r)v2dudv,r=u+iv;
JR J

o

its existence and independence of the fundamental region R0 were discussed briefly in note 3 of Chapter II.
Moreover, the proof that T (p q) is a hermitian operator on <F0 >o is almost the same as before. This
enables us to apply the Hecke-Petersson theory to the cusp forms on Fo.

But more is true. An examination of the arguments in Chapter II reveals the following: the whole theory
is valid for any subspace that is invariant under any subset of the operators T. Our next move will there-
fore be to find subspaces of <F0 >0 that are consistent with the imprimitivities mentioned above.

Suppose M is a subspace of <Fo >o. To M there corresponds a subspace M', its orthogonal comple-
ment, consisting of allg in <Fo >o for which (g, M) =0 (i.e., g is orthogonal to eachfM). Clearly <Fo >o
is the direct sum of M and (every form in F0 is uniquely the sum of a form in M and one in M'). Suppose
M is invariant under a hermitian operator X, so that MjXCM. Then M-i- is X-invariant. Indeed, fM, geM'
imply

(gX, f) = (g, fjX) = 0.

¡a bq\
\C

)JqfT)=T)

since fjX CM;
is their direct
with Y and fis
For (flY) IX=

Now we

hence gIX is orthogonal to all of M and thus lies in If M, N are invariant subspaces, so
sum MN, as is obvious. Finally, if M is invariant under an operator Y, and if X commutes
an eigenform under X, then flY is also an eigenform with the same eigenvalue (unlessflY 0).
(flX)IY= (Xf)1Y=X(f)Y).This obvious remark is often applicable.
can define our subspaces. We write, as above,f(r)Q=f(qr), with Q (q 0 0 1). Define
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A1 = < F >o

(5) Aiq {fIQ, where fA1}, which we write A1IQ

A A,Aiq
H=A' in <F0 >0,

so that <Fo >OA®B.

LEMMA 1. The subspaces A1, Aiq, A, and B are each invariant under the operators T11, p q.

PROOF. For A1 the assertion is known from the theory on F; for the other subspaces it follows from the
above remarks.



Lemma i enables us to apply the Hecke-Petersson theory separately to A1, Aiq, B. We obtain in each
case a basis of simultaneous eigenforms of all T, p q. Write generally

to indicate that {h1} is such a basis.

LEMMA 2. Let j dim < F >0, v dim < F0 >o. We have the following simultaneoas-eigenform bases:

A1= [h1, . . ., h]

A1=[h1IQ, . . .,hQ]
B= [fi

where {h1} is the old basis for <F > o

PROOF. The statement about A1 is obvious because T is the same operator on F0 as on F. Since h - hIQ
is a 1-1 linear map from A1 onto Aiq and Q commutes with TJ), the second statement follows. The last state-
ment merely defines {fi}.

LEMMA 3. The set {h1, . ., h,, h1jQ, . . ., hQ} is linearly independent.

PROOF. If not, we have

for some c O. Call the right member (qr). Then ç(qT)e < F >o, but also (T) < F >o.
by Chapter II, lemma 3, but this contradicts the linear independence of the {h1(r)}.

A corollary of this lemma and (5) is that

(6) [h1, - - ., h, h1jQ.....h4jQ,f1, . .

is a simultaneous eigenform basis for < F0 > o.
Without modifying any of the properties of the [fi] we can insist that the coefficient of the first term

in the Fourier series for fi be 1. Then we can prove that each basis form fi is normalized in the sense of
Chapter II, Sec. 3. We have namely,

LEMMA 4. fi(r)x+ . . ., i1, . . ., v-2t.

PROOF. Suppose the lemma false. Then we can show that all terms of Ji have exponents divisible by q. Sup-
pose not; then we write

fi(r)=a(r)xr+ - +ii(qr),r>1,

where q'r and ii1 (T) 5 a series in x. Let pjr; since p q we can apply T and get

fTa(r)x+ . . . +iIi2(q-),

and this is a contradiction because a(r)xr was the term with smallest exponent not divisible by q. Hence all
exponents in the Fourier series of J are multiples of q, Le.,fj(T)p(qT)< Fo >o, where p(r)JSç(r).
Hence p(r) < F > by ch. II, sec. 5, lemma 2, and so A1, fA iq CA. Thusf1A fl B= O, a contradiction.

Q.E.D.
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We now introduce an equivalence relation in the set of all simultaneous eigenforms, normalized or not.
Let f, g be simultaneous eigenforms. We write

(7) f;-g

to mean thatfandg have the same eigenvalues with respect to all T,, except p q. This equivalence relation
partitions the set of all simultaneous eigenforms into disjoint equivalence classes. To each equivalence class
we adjoin O; then it becomes a suhspace and so has finite dimension. Every simultaneous eigenform lies in
some equivalence class and is therefore a linear combination of forms lying in that class.

LEMMA 5. f±g (f,g)0.
q

PROOF. Let r be such thatfj T,= A('tr)f, g T1.= with A(r) Then A(ir) (f, g) (f j T,, g)
=(f,gjTff)=ji(lr)(f,g). But .jì, and,as n eigenform,
gO. Hence (r)=(ir)A(ir) and (f,g) must vanish.
LEMMA 6. Let f(r) =x+ c(nì)x be u normalized simultaneous eigenform of all T,,, p q. Then c(p)

111 2

= A(p), J) q.

PROOF. We have, by Chapter II, theorem 2,

(8)

f(r) I T,, (c(pm) + ¡)k- 'c ) ) e2" = X(p)
1n=I \ Pi /

the last equality coming from the fact that fis an eigenform. Hence

c(pm) +pc = X(p)c(m).
\J) /

Since c(1) = 1, this implies X(p) c(p) for all p q. Q.E.D.
Note that the forms in Aiq are never normalized, since they begin with a term in x".

LEMMA 7. 1ff, g are normalized simultaneous eigenforms and fig, then f and g have the same Fourier
coefficients for all indices m not divisible by q.

l'ROOF. Let f x+ a(m)x", g= z + b(m)x". Then by lemma 6, a(p) = A(p) = b(p), p q, since we
111=2 111=2

are assuming f-g. Now a(m) is determined uniquely, provided q m, from {a(p)} by the multiplicative
law (8). and the same is true for b(m). Hence the conclusion.

Let us now examine the equivalence classes in the suhsnace A defined in (5). First, h,, h(i j) lie in
different classes. Indeed, in the proof of theorem 6 of Chapter II we proved that they had distinct eigenvalues
A,(n), A(n) for at least one n with (n, q) = 1. Since A,(n) is determined by the A,(p) for which pIn byihe
multiplicative relations (18), Chapter II (and likewise A(n)), it follows that there must be a prime p( q)
such that A,(p) j(p). Hence h, and h are not equivalent.

But h,(r) and h,jQh,(qr) are equivalent, for Q commutes with T,, and so

(h,IQ) JT,,= (h,IT,,)jQ= A,(p)h,Q.

Thus define the equivalence classes

C1(l)={h,hjQ},J=l,,. .

c ( ,n) e211 ¿III i,

O

1



We have shown these classes are distinct. Because of lemma 3, dim G(1) 2. Finally.

(9) . . .

Next we consider the subspace B of lemma 2 from the standpoint of equivalence classes.

LEMMA 8. Let c(q) be the equivalence class containing fj.j= 1, . . ., v-21.L. Then dim C(q)= 1.

PROOF. We shall first show that the classes C'j(q) are distinct from each other and from the classes C(1).
Suppose J h1 for some i. i p. SinceJ»x+. . . by lemma 4 and h=x+ ....it follows by lemnia 7
that J and h1 have the same Fourier coefficients except for indices that are multiples of q. That is.

fjhç(qr)
and (qr) < Hence (T)Ei1 (ch. II, lemma 2), which implies(qr)1iq and sof,A. a contra-
dict ii iii

Now h1.h1IQ are equivalent; hencefj - h4Q, i 1,. . . ,

Suppose finally!; fj, i j. SinceJx+ ....J=x ....we have, by lenima 7.

fi-fj=p(qr).

and by the usual reasoning (qr)A. But JfjB. HenceJ=fj.
This proves our assertion and shows that dim G(q) 1. Now

v=dimCi(1)+ . . . +dimC(1)+dimC1(q)+ . . . +dimC_2(q)=2j+p-2=v.
Hence if any C(1) has dimension > 2 or if any C(q) has dimension> 1, the last equation is contradicted.

Q.E.D.
We combine (9). lemma 8. and lemma 5 to get

THEOREM 1. Let p. = dim <F >o, z,' = dim < l >. Let h1. h0.....h,0 be the normalized simultaneous
eigenforms Jor F. Define the equivalence classes

C(I)={hJ(T), ha(r) Q}, J1, 2.....

Then there exist v-2p. additional normalized simultaneous eigenJormsJ(r) for F,i(q), such that with the
equivalence classes C1(q) = {f(r)} we have the orthogonal decomposition

C,j1) Ci(q) . . .

Furthermore,
dim C(1)2, j1, 2, . . ., p.

dim c(q)1, j1, 2.....v-2p..
The dimensionality of C(q) is the essential fact needed for the developments of the next section.

2. F0(q). The Bad Prime

In the present case there is only one bad prime, q itself, and it is "unramified." In place of Tqwe intro-
duce the operator Uq:
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(10)

It is not hard to prove

LEMMA 9. The operator Uq commutes with all operators TP, p q, and

<r0 >j Uq C <Fo >0.

We can now make good use of the last statement of theorem 1.

THE.OREM 2. Let f C(q), i.e.,j5 is a "new form" on Fo(q). Then f3is an eigenform also of Uq:

fi I
U X(q)f.

PROOF. Since U commutes with { T}, fi
I U is a simultaneous eigenform for all T with the same eigenvalue

as f (or else is 0). Hence f
I U9fi. From dim Cj(q) = i we conclude the result.

In other words a "new form" in Fo(q) that is an eigenform for all T, p q, is also an eigenform for Uq.
In the proof we used only the commutativity of U9 with all T p q. Hence fi is an eigenform of any operator
W on <['0(q) >o that commutes with T, p q. We shall make use of this remark immediately.

We can actually calculate X(q). Letf be a "new form" on I'(q). Define

(0 1
(li) WQ_Iq

O

It is easily verified that

W9 commutes with {Tp,p s q}, W=qI, and <Fe> o W9 C <l'0> o.

HenceflW9=cf, and (12) shows that

c=± (_q)k/2.

Use will also be made of the fact that 2

f < r0>0F=fIWq+q1fUq <r >0.

But Fjf and since F also is in F, it follows that F 0. Hence c + q'À(q) = O,

X(q)±q/21.

LEMMA 10. a(rn)xU a(qm)xm.
m>s qrns

Proof omitted; it is similar to that of Chapter II, theorem 2.

Ifnowf(r)=x+ c(m)x°, we get c(qm) X(q)c(m), and by(14),
m=2

c(q)À(q)yq''21, y=±l

as well as

c(mq)=c(q)c(m), m 1.
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Iteration of this equation

c(qa) (c(q))°, a 1.
Thus

q=c() c(q2) .=i+c()+(c())z.
qs+q2s qS \qs

This is the "c-function factor" corresponding to the "bad prime" q. Note that c(q) is the same for all forms
in the classes C(q) except possibly for a ± factor. Moreover, from the multiplicative relations in {c(m),
qf'm} and (16), one easily deduces that the whole set {c(m)} is multiplicative in the usual number.theoretic
sense.

We summarize in a final theorem.

THEOREM 3. Let f3 c(q),j 1, . . ., v-2g, be a "newform" on I'o(q) and let

f3(r) x+ cj(m)xm.

Then {c(m)} is multiplicative according to the laws:

cj(m)cj(n) cj(mn), (m, n) = 1

cj(p°1) cj(p)cj(p°) p 1cj(p°'), a l,p q

cj(qa) = (cj(q) )°.

Finally
cj(q)yjq2_1, j=±l.

A uniqueness theorem analogous to Th. 6 of Chapter II can also be proved: Any form in (I'o(q) )o that
is an eigenform of all the T, U, and Wq is a constant multiple of some "new form."

Chapter III Notes

1. Sincef(T+1)f(T) we get

/1 j\/qO\
o p)o 1)+f

f(T+J+klf()
jmodP /

=p_1 p,j mod p

since qj runs over a full residue system mod p because of (q,p)= 1. The last line, however, is exactlyf I QTjr.

2. From the fact that both Uq and Wq preserve <Fo(q) >o it follows that F I SF, where S= (11 0 1),
since SI'o. Hence we have to prove that F is invariant under T' (0 1 1 0). Now for 0 <j q - 1 we have

o / jm+1\

( q) (
/1 m\ /1

q ( )"Vm(\
),\q m ) q o q
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where jm - i (mod q) and m may be chosen in O < m q-1 and runs with j over this range. Note that
VmFo(q). Hence

(°)+'f

3. Hecke's theory is concerned also with "c-functions" of a new ìype. Starting with a cusp form

f (T) = c(m)e2imT

in <F, - k >0, we associate with it the Dirichiet series

p(s) = c(m)m_s.
m= i

Then we can prove:
k

p(s) converges absolutely for o Re s >

(s) can be continued analytically to an entire function of s of finite order

if we set R(s) = (2ir)'F(s)(s), then R(s) = (_1)kI2R (ks).

(We recall k is even, 2.) Conversely if is a Dirichiet series with the properties (i) to (iii), thenf < F, - k >o.
These assertions can be proved by introducing a "transform pair"

R(s) ff(iy)y81dy, f(iy) -j R(s)yds,

corresponding to the Mellin transform pair (F(s), eY). The functional equation (iii) is equivalent to the
transformation property fi Tf, T' (O - i

i
i O). For complete details cf. Hecke, Math. Ann. 112 (1936),

664-699.
(The idea was originally used by Riemann to prove the functional equation for the Riemann zeta-function.

There the Dirichlet series is

(s) = (2s) = m2s= c(m)m-s,
111=1 m=1

where c(m) = I if m is a square and O otherwise. The associated modular form (r) is on a subgroup G off
in which the smallest translation is r p + 2:

(('r) 1) = c(m)elnimr=Î emiT,
i i

and the additive constant 1/2 is needed because t is not a cusp form. Moreover, is not fully invariant on G;
rather I V e. , VeG, where e is a root of unity. Besides this, the "degree" of i is - 1/2, a case we have not
considered so far. Thus the ordinary .function does not quite fit into the present scheme.)

('i
\Oq T
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(1m Wq+ qikf Uf (1 0
Oq q

Also

f WqT=f (-1 0

\ Oq
(1 O\
' J,\J q,

since k is even. Hence F I T F, as required.

q1f UqT{f
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Now suppose f is a normalized simultaneous eigenform. That is, c(1) = i and

(*) c(mn) = c(m) c(n), (m, n) = i

(* *) c(pm+l) =c(p)c(pm) _pklc(pml), p prime.

Because of (*) and the fact that c(m)m8 converges absolutely we obtain

c(p2)

i p P8 p28

(Hardy-Wright, Theory of Numbers, ch. XVII, sec. 3, th. 286.) Now we wish to make use of (**). Let

- p2s+

Remembering c(1) = i and our convention c(p1) = O, we get

Xp
( c(p) pk_l\j+p2s)

c(p) c(p)c(pm)
+

pk_1(pm)

m=O P m=0
p(m+1)s

m=0
p(m+2)s

= 1+ (c(p) c(p) )p8

+ {c(pm1) _c(p)c(pm) +pk-1c(pm-1)}pm+1)s= 1.
m=1

Hence
-1

p p p8

This formula is called an Euler product. It expresses (indeed, is equivalent to) the multiplicative laws of
the c(m) just as the ordinary zeta-function expresses the law of multiplication of the integers with respect
to primes. Conversely, if (s) is represented by an Euler product, it is easy to show that the associated
modular form has multiplicative Fourier coefficients.

Since the Euler product is fully equivalent to the multiplication laws, we should get an Euler product
for eigenforms on I'o(q). In fact, a similar analysis reveals that forf a normalized simultaneous eigenform
on Fo(q) the associated Dirichlet series p(s) equals

ço(s)xqflxp,
pq

where is as above and x (1 _c(q)q)_1, as given in the text.
The result may be extended to every Fo(m). Let W W(rn) < ['0(m) >0. Suppose m'is a proper divi-

sor of m and d a divisor of rn/rn'. The space W(m') admits a basis of normalized simultaneous eigenforms
g1, g, . . ., g, with respect to all operators T, (p, rn) = 1. Let A be the subspace of W spanned by the forms
g(dr) for all d and rn', and let B be the orthogonal complement of A in W. Then B admits a basis of normalized

simultaneous eigenforms, which we call newforms. Each newformf has a Fourier series x+ c(rn)x'', and

c(p) X(p), the eigenvalue off under T. The newforms partition into equivalence classes of dimensioni,
two forms being in the same class if they have the same eigenvalues for all T with (p, in) = i. Now let q be a
prime dividing rn. ThenfUqO if q2rn and otherwisefUq_qk_1fWq±qI21f. This implies



(s) =11 xafl X
qim

pm

with X as in the text, and q i if q2 im, otherwise x (1 c(q)q)1 with the value of c(q) given in the
text. An oldforrn is a form g(dr) with g a newform on some Fo(rn'), m'im, rn' <m, and d dividing mim'. The
oldforms partition into equivalence classes of higher dimension: for a given g(r), all g(dr) lie in one class.
Forms in different classes are orthogonal. The newforms and oldforms together constitute an orthogonal
basis for <Fo(m) > o. Full details and proofs appear in A. O. L. Atkin and J. Lehner, flecke operators on
Fo(m), to be published in Mathematische Annalen.

This theory has an intimate connection with the theory of elliptic curves over finite fields (cf. A. Weil,
Math. Ann. 168 (1967), 149-156). We say C is an elliptic curve if it can be pararneterized by elliptic func-
tions, say xp(u), y=.p' (u), where p is the Weierstrass function. It is known that C is nonsingular (every
point on C has a tangent) and that C can be brought to the form

C: yx3+Ax+B

by birational transformations (those which together with their inverses are rational in the coordinates).
In other words, an elliptic curve is one that is algebraically equivalent to a nonsingular cubic. Such curves
are known to have genus 1.

Suppose A and B are rational integers. Let p be a prime and consider

y2 = x3 + Ax + B1,

where A A B B (mod p). The curve C, has coefficients in GF(p). For certain primes G may no longer
be nonsingular. Call p a good prime if C,, is nonsingular and a bad prime otherwise. It is known that for a
given G there are only a finite number of bad primes. To each bad prime q we associate a positive integer e
depending on the type of singularity possessed by Gq (cf. Weil, bc. cit., 155-156 for details). The integer

N= fi qe

q bad

is called the conductor of C.
A point (x, y) on C is called a rational point.if x, yGF(p). Let N be the number of rational points

on G,,. Obviously N,, is finite; an old result of Hasse states that Np-pl <2V. In terms of N,,, Weil defines
the essential part of the zeta-function of C as follows

c(s) fi Xi' IT X'
Pgood qbad

where XP' xq are identical with those defined above provided we put k 2 and

c(p)p+ 1 N,,, p good.

Thus we know c(n) on all the primes and we calculate c(n) for a general integer n by using the multi-
plication laws developed in the text. Set

f(r) x+ C(n)x"

with these c(n). Weil conjectures that fis a Hecke eigenform on < 170(N), 2>0. There is also a reverse
conjecture, from Hecke forms to elliptic curves.

There is a good deal of work being done currently on the reduction of curves mod p, a subject that
has become important in diophantine analysis (cf. Cassels, J. London Math. Soc., April, 1966), and it is to
be expected that the next few years will see the dissipation of some of these mysteries.
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Chapter IV. Automorphisms of Compact Riemann Surfaces

1. Riemann Surfaces and Discrete Groups

The material of this chapter is not obviously related to the modular group, though, as we shall see, there
is a certain connection. It also brings in concepts of analysis, but these are quickly reduced, by applica-
tion of deep-lying analytic considerations, to questions of group theory. The basic reduction is due to A.
Hurwitz, whose paper, Uber algebraische Gebilde mit eindeutigen Transformationen in sich, Math. Ann.
41 (1893), is still widely read today.

In order to approach the subject we must widen our point of view somewhat. In chapter I we have
indicated the connection of the modular group (and its subgroups) with Riemann surfaces. See particularly
Note 2 to Chapter I. This connection carries over to all finitely-generated discrete groups F of real 2X2 matri-
ces, i.e., subgroups offlSL(2, reals). Briefly, it is as follows. We regard F as a group of linear-fractional trans-
formations acting on H. By identifying points in H that are equivalent under F we obtain the orbit space
H/F = R, and with the proper topology R is a Riemann surface. The identification is realized by a map o-: H*R
defined by T-* FT for TEH, and we have

o-of= o- if and only if fF.

We can regard H as a covering of R, the projection map being precisely o-. If F contains elliptic elements
(i.e., elements of finite order), the covering (H, o-) is "branched" at the fixed points of such elements. If
F contains parabolic elements, their fixed points are real and do not lie in H and so their images by o- do not
lie in R. They are represented, however, by "punctures" mR, each equivalence class of parabolic elements
contributing one puncture. Since F is finitely generated, there are a finite number of parabolic classes and
so a finite number of punctures. These punctures, if there are any, constitute the complete boundary of R. In
particular, if R is compact (without punctures) or, as we say, closed, then any group F such that H/F = R
cannot contain parabolic elements. If(H, o-) is an unbranched covering,F cannot contain any elliptic elements.

Now let us reverse the procedure and start out with a given closed Riemann surface R of genus g,where
we shall assume always that

gn2.

As explained on p. 18, there exists a group F C f such that H/F = R and such that, with the o- determined by
F, the covering (H, o-) of R is unbranched. Then by what we have said, F contains no elliptic or parabolic
elements. It can then be shown (Surveys, p. 236, (6)) that the presentation of F in terms of generators and
relations is

(1) F{A1, B1, . . .,Ag, BgIA1B1Ai1B11 . . AgBg1B1l},

where A, B are necessarily hyperbolic. F is called a fundamental group and it is in fact isomorphic to the
fundamental group of the closed Riemann surface R of genus g.

If we now use the group F to reduce H, we get aRiemann surface that is at any rate conformally equiv-
alent to R, the surface we started with.

2. Hurwitz Groups

Let us now introduce automorphisms. By an automorphism of R we mean a one to one conformal
mapping of R on itself; is indeed an automorphism of the field of algebraic functions on R. The set of all
automorphisms of R forms a group GC(R). This is the group we wish to study.
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Let R = H/F and let , be an automorphism of R. By means of the following diagram we can lift to a
map q of H on itself. It can be shown that q is one to one and analytic; hence îj is a real linear-fractional
transformation, efl. Here o- is the projection map mentioned above: oof o- if and only if fF. Since, by
the diagram, po-=o--q, we see that f(r) and (r) are mapped by o- into the same point of R, for o-'qf

ufcrq. Hence qffiq for an f1EF. That is, F C F-q and similarly Fq C qF. So i lles in the
normalizer N0(F) =N of F in f. The element of G has been lifted to an element q in the normalizer ofF.

-q

(5)

when expressed in terms of Riemann surfaces this is called the Riemann-Hurwitz formula.
The minimum value 421 is attained only by the group

¿={E1, E2JE=E= (E1E2)7= 1}.
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However, is not unique. The reverse map p o-o is a homomorphism of N-*,G and it is onto,
since every element of G can be lifted. Now cr1)o-= i if and only if cno-, i.e., -qF. The kernel of the
homomorphism is therefore F and so

G N/F.

In other words the group G acting on R, or what is the same thing, N/F acting on H/F, can be lifted to N
acting on H. It is therefore possible to study G by studying N/F, i.e., by studying groups of real 2 X 2 matrices.

It can be shown that F is not abelian, and from this it follows that N is discrete.1 Every discrete group
has a fundamental region and all fundamental regions of a given group have the same hyperbolic area, which
is therefore referred to simply as the area of the group. This area can be calculated just as was done for a
subgroup of F in Chapter I. There we presented a formula, (9), which in fact is valid for any discrete group;
in particular,

\ m,Jj

Here Nj is the hyperbolic area of N, tN is the number of parabolic classes, and rn runs over the orders of
the elliptic classes in N. For example, the area of the fundamental group F is

JFj4(g 1),
for we noticed in (i) that F has no parabolic or elliptic elements. Now in Chapter I, (10) we stated Siegel's
result that the minimum area of a subgroup of F was 421, but this result actually applies to any discrete
group. (The proof consists simply in an examination of casescf. Short Course, p. 54.) In particular, NJ '
421. Now a fundamental region for F consists of i copies of one for N (cf. ch. I, th. 1) and each copy has
the same area since it is congruent to a fundamental region for N by a linear-fractional transformation.
Here jt is the index [N : F], i.e., the order of G. Thus IFI = /.L4NJ and we get

orderGprIFj/INj 47T(g_1)/=84(g_1).

This inequality is one of Hurwitz's famous theorems. Moreover we can deduce from (2) that

H H

R R



Formula (4) then shows that the upper bound 84(g 1) is attained when and only

N= L

Conversely, if F is any proper normal subgroup of z of finite index, then L = N0 (F). For N0 (F) is cer-
tainly discrete, and if ¿ <N0(F) we would have that the hyperbolic area of Nçì(F) is smaller than that of

, the group with the smallest area. Moreover, F is a fundamental group. First of all F has no elements of
finite order (elliptic elements). Suppose not; let F have an element E of order h, say. Then Eez, but we can
show 2 that z has elements of orders 2, 3, 7 only. So suppose F has an element of order 2, say. This must be
conjugate to 2 E1. Hence E1 itself is in F, for F is normal. That is, E1 (the image of E1 in ti/F) is 1.

But (E1E2)7= i =E so E2= i (since E2 =1). This means that z/F is trivial or F is not proper, against
our assumption. Next, F has no parabolic elements, since z has none. Now from the presentation of the
most general finitely-generated discrete group (Surveys, p. 236, we deduce that F has the presentation (1).

Since ¿ is the normalizer ofF with area ir/21 and F has area 47r(g- 1) , it follows by previous reasoning
that /F has order 84(gl). Hence RH/F will be a surface with a "maximal automorphism group."
The problem of finding all surfaces with maximal automorphism group is therefore equivalent to finding all
finite factor groups of L All this was clearly stated and proved by Hurwitz, bc. cit., and will be referred to
as Hurwitz's criterion.

The connection with F arises as follows. Let P(7) be the normal closure in F of

S7=(

i.e., P(7) is the smallest normal subgroup of F that contains S. According to presentation theory we get a
presentation of F/P(7) by adding the relation (TR)7 ito the presentation of F. Thus

F/P(7) = {T, R1T2R3 (TR)7 i}, i.e., F/P(7) .

If F is a normal, finite-index subgroup of z we can make the following diagram:

F

K

P(7)
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F

i

G

Here K is the subgroup of F obtained from the inverse of the homomorphism F -* L We see that every maxi-
mal automorphism group G is a finite factor group of F by a kernel that contains S, and conversely. The
problem of finding all surfaces with maximal automorphism group is equivalent to finding all normal sub-
groups of F that contain S. However, we shall approach the problem via z rather than F.

The group G is a finite factor group of if and only if it is a finite group with presentation

G{x, y1x2=y3=(xy)7=1, R=1},

Ra = i representing additional relations. Such a group is called a Hurwitz group in this chapter.



(6)

3. Linear Fractional Groups That Are Hurwitz

Our problem is now one in the theory of linear groups and one famous example was known to Klein. His
simple group of order 168 has the presentation

{x, y1x2 = y (xy)7 = (xyx-' y1 )4 = i }

and is therefore a factor group of; it is s/N, where N normal closure of(xyx'y-1) This group is known
to be LF(2. 7), the group of linear fractional transformations of determinant i with coefficients in GF(7) , the
finite field of I elements. The general finite field, denoted by CF (q), has q= p elements, where p is a prime
and n a positive integer, and we write LF(2. q) for the linear group over GF(q).

This raises the question: which of the LF(2, q) groups are Hurwitz groups?
The group LF(2, q) is simple for p > 3, where qpfl. Many, if not all, of the known simple groups are

.generator groups and this suggests that one should look for Hurwitz groups among the simple groups. In par-
ticular, A,, the alternating group on n letters, is simple for n > 4.

It has been proved by Graham Higman that A is a Hurwitz group for all large n (unpublished). The
remainder of this chapter is devoted to the groups LF(2, q). Whether a given LF(2, q) group is Hurwitz
has been completely settled by A. M. Macbeath.* We shall follow Macheath's method and determine all
the LF(2, q) that are Hurwitz. Here

q=pfl, p = prime.

If an LF group is to be Hurwitz, it must contain elements A, B, C of orders 2, 3, 7, respectively, with
ABC = I. A further necessary condition is that 84 divide the order of the group. Concerning the latter condition
we have

LEMMA 1. Let pbo be the smallest power of p such that 84 divides the order of LF(2, p°o). Then

11, p 0, ±1 (mod 7)n0 - 13, p ± 2, ± 3 (mod 7)

Denote the order of LF(2, pv) by o(p); it equals

1,p=2
o(p) pn(p2l1),

={ l/2,p>2

Let p>3. The case p 7 is immediate. Suppose p 7. If p2 I O (mod 7) we have o(p) O (mod 84).
for p2 lis divisible by 12 because p >3. When p O, ± 1(7), p2 i is no longer divisible by 7, nor is
p4 1. But p6 1 0 (mod 7), hence in these cases n0 = 3. This proves the assertion for p >3. When
p3 the order is 35(32h1_1)/2, which is first divisible by 7 when n3 and is also divisible by 12. Finally,
forp2 the order is2°(22°-1) and this is first divisible by 84 when n3.

The lemma shows that we need consider only the groups with n 'no in q=p°. We shall first concentrate
on nno and show that LF(2, p°o) is Hurwitz. Finally we shall prove that ann> no does not lead to a Hur-
witz group. Thus the Hurwitz groups among the LF(2, q) are precisely the ones for which

(i) q=7

(7) (ii) qp=±1 (mod 7)

(iii) qp,p±2,±3(mod7).
5Fuchsian Groups, Dundee Notes, 1961. For a different proof cf. Macbeath, Generators of the linear fractional groups, Proc. Sym-

posium on Number Theory, Houston, 1967. Cf. also Morris Newman, Maximal normal subgroups of the modular group. Proc. Amer.
Math. Soc. 19, 1138-1144 (1968).
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We now return to the first requirement for a Hurwitz group mentioned at the beginning of this section.

qop"o,Go=LF(2, qo).

LEMMA 2. In G0 there always exist elements A, B, C with

(8) A2=B3=C7=ABC=I.

PROOF. In LF(2, 7) the solution is easy:

Let

A=( ),B=( ),c=( ).

Another solution is:

A=( g),B=(11 ),C=( ),

where O is a generator of the multiplicative group of GF(7).

Now let p 7. It is convenient at this point to introduce fiJ) = fi, the algebraic closure of GF(p). Since
the characteristic of GF(p) is not 7, there is a primitive 7th root of unity in fi, say X. Then (X 010 X-') is of
order 7, and so is

C=( ),t=X+X_1

which is conjugate to the first matrix over fi. Note further that t2 4, since
X is a primitive 7th root.

Moreover, t lies in GF(pto). To see this, consider which fields GF(pÌ)
unity. Since the multiplicative group of GF(p") is cyclic and of order pfl
condition is that 7 divide pfl_ 1. From lemma i we see that 7 divides p210

primitive 7th root of unity and therefore contains X and X'. Hence t X+
that CGo.

Next write
A = ( x

CA =( z w

\z w! \ x+tz y+tw,/
We want A of order 2, CA of order 3,so

x+w0
z - y + tw= ±1,

and we have xwyz 1. Eliminatingx, ywe get

w2+ twz+z2z+ i = 0.

This is a conic in GF(pfo) with discriminant t2 4 0, and by a classical theorem there are points on it.
Q.E.D.

The lemma does not prove that every LF(2, qo) with qo satisfying (7) is a Hurwitz group. It might happen
that {A, B}the group generated by A and Bis a proper subgroup of G0. To determine whether {A, B} is
all of LF(2, q) we shall make use of the following result, which appears in Dickson, Linear Groups:

The subgroups of LF(2, q) are of the following types:
cyclic and dihedral groups
tetrahedral, octahedral, and icosahedral groups
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this would involve X=± 1, but

contain a primitive 7th root of
- i, a necessary and sufficient
1, so that GF(p2fo) contains a
X' lies in GF(p'o). It follows



(9) (iii) the set of elements w az+ b, its subgroups and their conjugates
(iv) LF(2, q'), where q_q'h, and its conjugates
(y) H, where H/LF(2, q')Z2, the group with two elements, where q=zq'JZ

We wish to prove of course that G0 is of type (iv) with q' = q. To eliminate the other possibilities we
prove a series of lemmas.

LEMMA 3. A factor group other than {1} of a Hurwitz group is Hurwitz.

Let G= {x, yjx2y.= (xy)7 1} be Hurwitz and let G* t under a homomorphism ç. If(x) = 1, then
(xy)(y) is of period 7, and being also of period 3, we have (y)rl, so G'"{1}. By like reasoning,

1. Hence (x), (y) are of period 2, 3, respectively, and their product is of period 7; they therefore
generate a Hurwitz group G.

LEMMA 4. Let G be Hurwitz of order h. There is a simple Hurwitz group H of order dividing h.

For let N be a maximal normal subgroup of Gthere will be one unless G itself is simple. Then G/NH
is Hurwitz and simple and order G = order N order H.

LEMMA 5. A Hurwitz group is not solvable.

If G (Hurwitz) were solvable, it would have an abelian factor group H {l} which, by lemma 3, is Hur-
witz. But no Hurwitz group is abchan. For this would imply (xy xy7=xy" 1, so x= y and

x21'x=y1 and H{I}.
LEMMA 6. The order of a Hurwitz group is divisible by 84.

This follows from Hurwitz's criterion

LEMMA 7. A Hurwitz group that is a subgroup of some LF(2, q) is of type (iv) above.

Type (i). A cyclic group is abelian and the dihedral groups are known to be solvable.
Type (ii). These groups are of order 60, therefore not divisible by 84.
Type (iii). Let G be the subgroup {w=az+b, a 0}; G has a normal subgroup of translations H, which

is cyclic. C/Il is the group {w=az. a 0} and is abchan. Thus G D H D i and the factors G/H and H are
abchan. So G is solvable.

Type (y). If H were Hurwitz, so would Z2 be. Q.E.D.
The last lemma enables us to prove that G0 is Hurwitz. There exist in G0 elements A, B satisfying (8).

The group {A. B} CG0 is therefore a Hurwitz group and, by lemma 7. {A, B}LF12, q'). where q'=p'
with njno, in particular, n fo. But by the definition of no the order of LF(2, p0) is not divisible by 84 when
n <no. Hence we must have n=n0, i.e., {A, B}G0. Since {A, B} is Hurwitz, so is G0. We have proved

LEMMA 8. The groups

G0=LF(2, qo), qo= p°°

where qo satisfies (7), are all Hurwitz groups.

Now we must show that LF(2, q), qpfl is not a Hurwitz group when n> no. For this purpose we shall
partition all solutions of the matrix equation (8) into conjugacy classes.
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LEMMA 9. Suppose A, B, C lie in some LF(2, q) and satisfy (8). If p 7, either the triple (A, B, C) falls into one
of 3 conjugacy classes over* Cl described below or else the group {A, B} is not Hurwitz. 1f p= 7, the triple
(A, B, C) falls into one of two conjugacy classes.

PROOF. We consider first p 7. The matrix C is diagonalizable over Ill ( Cl,.). For if not, C has equal eigen-
values. Since det C 1, the eigenvalues area, a-1, say, and equal eigenvalues mean that a±1. Then±C
is conjugate to (1 10 1) and so cannot be of order 7, since p 7. Hence C is diagonalizable over Q to

Ix O \
\0 x-i),

À being a primitive 7th root of unity in Q. Let us now conjugate the relation CA = B' to obtain

(À O \fx y\(Xx Ày

\0 x_1) w)X1z X'w
with

x+w =0

Xx+ X'w=± 1.

These equations determine x. w uniquely in Cl. since X2 1.

From xwyz i we can now determine y. z up to a further conjugacy provided

xw 1.

For in that case yz 0, and if
xwy'z'=1, y', z'Cl

then

5=ff is the algebraic closure of GF(p).
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(c O \(x y\(c (x
0 c)z w)\0

where c (y'/y)"2fl. This last conjugacy preserves C,.
However, if yz=0, we have two families of solutions,

A=(X ,A=(x O
\0 w! \z w

where y, z are arbitrary elements of Cl. Then the matrices A and B=A'C,t are triangular and the group
{A, B} consists of triangular matrices. By a conjugacy preserving C, we can assume the matrices are in
fact superdiagonaL Thus {A, B} is a subgroup of type (iii) in (9) and by lemma 7 is not Hurwitz.

We see then that C, determines A and B uniquely. Now there are 3 conjugacy classes of C,. for C, is
determined by the trace À+À' and the 6 primitive roots À yield 3 different traces.

Finally, suppose p=7. Then ±C is certainly conjugate over flQ7 to (1 xjO 1) and so is parabolic.
It is not hard to prove that every parabolic matrix in LF(2, 75) is a-conjugate to one of the matrices
C,=± (1 flO i).±(1 010 1), where Oisa generator of LF(2. 7"). With each choice of C, the matrices
4, B are determined uniquely up to conjugacy by A = C'B-1,trace A = 0, trace B = ± 1. For

r y\ ulu)(x+uz y+uw\
J, u i or O

z w,)k0 i \ z W /



with

x±w0
X + W + LIZ = ± 1,

implies z=±1/u and so

A=( ±u(x2+1)
\±1/u x

Here x is arbitrary because of the conjugacy

(X' ±u(x'2+1)f1 sx 1)A( _s)sfl(X_X)
lI

arid this conjugacy preserves C1. This completes the proof of the lemma.
We remark that in the case nn0 there are generators of LF(2,p) in each of the conjugacy classes.

In the proof of lemma 2 we can choose À to be any primitive 7th root of unity when p 7, and by the sub-
sequent lemmas the A, B constructed from this X will generate LF(2, p?0). Similarly, when p 7 we can
choose C to be (1 110 1) or (1 010 1). In each case we get a triple (A. B. C) satisfying (8). Then by lemma
9 this triple lies in a unique conjugacy class, which must therefore coincide with the one determined by
the original choice of À (or of i or 0).

We are now ready to prove the main result.

THEOREM. An LF(2, q) group is Hurwitz if and only if q satisfies (7).

We have proved the "if" part. Conversely, it LF(2, pfl) is Hurwitz, its order is divisible by 84 (by lemma
6) and this implies n fl() (by lemma 1). Suppose n > no; let A, B be generators of LF(2, pfl). Them A,
B11, and C (AB)-1 satisfy the conditions (8) and, by lemma 9, the triple (Aa, B, C) falls into one of
a finite number of fi-conjugacy classes. Whatever class it may be, we can find generators A0, B0, C0 of
LF(2, pno) that lie in the same conjugacy class. Hence LF(2, pL) is conjugate over fi to LF(2, pflo) which
is clearly false since the two groups have different orders. It follows that LF(2, pi) is not Hurwitz when
n > no and the theorem is proved.

Chapter IV Notes

Suppose N is not discrete; let N1 be a sequence of different elements of N such that N1I. For AF we
have N1AN11 =AF and A - A. Since F is discrete. A =A for all large i. Hence N1 commutes with A and so
has the same fixed point set as A (Short Course. p. 9). We apply this remark to two elements A1, A2 ofF that
do not commute; such elements exist since F is not abelian. Now A1 and A2 have different fixed point sets
(Short Course. loe. cit.). Hence for all large i, N1 must have the same fixed point set as both A1 and A2, which
is impossible. The contradiction shows there is no sequence N1 - I, and N is discrete.

We need the following result: every element of finite order in is conjugate to an element in one of the
cyclic subgroups {E1}, {E2}, {E1E2}. To prove it, we observe (Short Course, p. 55f) that there is a funda-
mental region R for consisting of 4 sides that are paired by transformations T1. T2 of period 2 and 7. re-
spectively. Defining T3= T2T'. we find by examining the cycles of R that T:1 is of period 3. Each of these
transformations determines a cycle; the one fixed by T1 has two vertices; the others, a single vertex apiece.
There are no other vertices in R. Suppose now Ee is an element of order h; E has a fixed point a in H. and
Va lies in R for some Vth. Since Va is a fixed point, it is a vertex of RShort Course, p. 40and so it is
fixed by one of T1. T2. T3. Its order, then, is either 2, 3. or 7. Moreover. VEV1 fixes Va and therefore lies in
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the stabilizer of Va. In other words every element E in of finite order has a conjugate in {T1}, {T2}. or {T:i}.
In particular this is true of Ei. E2. and E1E2, and the result follows.

This result is of course only a special case. The general theorem states that in an abstract group G with
presentation.

{ e ,..,e..; (ti. b1.....(I!). b11 je's» = . . . =es= ei . . - e8a1biab1' . . . ib,ub= 1},
(a so-called F-group), the "periods" ,n1.....m. are group invariants. That is_to say, if Ö is a faithful repre-
sentation of G as a discrete subgroup of fI, the elements of finite order in G lie in the conjugacy classes
determined by {E1},..., {E}, where e - E in the representation. Cf. Macbeath, Dundee Notes, 1961,
th.29, p. 46. and for a more general result, Lehner, Proc. Symp. on Number Theory. Amer. Math. Soc.. 1965.

Let

f(x, y) Ax2+Bxy+ Cy2+Dx+Ey+F 0

be a conic with coefficients in GF(q) and ¿ = ß2 4AC O. When A = C = O, B cannot be O andf factors into

f/B (x+E/B) (y+D/B) +F/BED/B2,

andfO has solutions in GF(q). Hence we may assume A O and then

4Af (2Ax+By+D)2(y+ (DB-2AE)z 1)2D2+4AF+ (DB-2AE)2z-1.

The transformation

u=2Ax+By+D

v=y+ (DB-2AE)z-1

is invertible; hence we can solve f=0 in GF(q) if we can solve

(*) u2Lv2=G, GeGF(q)

in GF(q).
Suppose p>2. Let O be a generator of GF(q). The (q+1)/2 numbers u2 for u0, 1,0, . .

are all distinct. This is also true of the (q+ 1)/2 numbers v2+ G for y running over the same powers of O.
However, there are only q distinct numbers in GF(q) so there must be u, y such that (*) is satisfied. With
a minor modification the proof works for p = 2 also.

The result that 84 divides the order of a Hurwitz group is a theorem of pure group theory, since the defini-
tion of a Hurwitz group is purely group-theoretic. It is therefore of interest to inquire whether a group-
theoretic proof exists. Indeed, this is the case. The order of a Hurwitz group is immediately divisible by 42,
since it contains elements of orders 2, 3, and 7. If there is a Hurwitz group whose order is not divisible by
4, there is such a group of lowest order, say H, and we can assume H is simple, because of lemma 4. The
order of H is still even, for every Hurwitz group contains an element of order 2. A theorem of group theory
states that the order of a simple finite group is either divisible by 12 or by the cube of the smallest prime
dividing the order (in this case. 2). Cf. Marshall Hall, Jr., Theory of Groups, Macmillan, New York (1959),
p. 204. Thus 4 divides the order of H.
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5. LetA= (a bic d) beaparabolic matrixinLF(2. q),p>2.Ifc=OwehaveA(a bj0 a1)±(1 bIO 1),
because of a+a1=±2. If c 0 A has a unique finite fixed point x (ad)/2c and x is an element of
GF(q). We conjugate A to obtain, since a+d±2,

/0 1\ ¡a b\ ¡--x 1\ /1 c
( II II I=±I\I x/ \c dj \-1 0/ \0

If O is a generator of GF(q) we now have in both cases

±A( ),1k<q-1.

A further conjugation gives

(o
0

o \ fi Ok\ ¡O_m
o_mRo i Ro
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By proper choice of m we make k + 2m either O or i according as k is even or odd. Every parabolic matrix
in LF(2, q) is therefore conjugate to either ± (1 110 1) or± (1 OJO 1), and these matrices are easily
seen to be not conjugate.



Chapter V. The Fourier Coefficients of j(T). I.

1. Introduction

So far we have considered modular forms of negative degree. There do exist forms of zero degree. i.e.,
modularJunctions; for example,j(r). defined in Chapter I. There are also forms of positive degree; for exam-
ple, 1/(r) is of degree 12. (Cf. ch. I, sec. 3.) All such forms have Fourier series expansions and it is their
Fourier coefficients that we wish to discuss. Since we write x = e2T, the Fourier series may be regarded as a
power series in x and the Fourier coefficients are simply the coefficients a(rn) in the power series a(m)x'.

Let

j(T) x'+c(0) + c(m)xm,xe2.
Tfl I

Now it is known that (Surveys, pp. 349, 350)

c(m.) - aebVm3I4a, bconstant;

hence no multiplicative law such as e (mn) = e (m)c (n), (m, n) = 1, can hold. Thus the Hecke theory cannot
be extended as is to modular functions.

We have observed that c(,n) is an integer. A clue to the probable behaviour, arithmetically, of c(m)
can be had from another source. Let p(n) denote the number of partitions of the positive integer n, i.e.,
p (n) is the number of ways n can be written as a sum of positive integers, two ways being counted as the same
if they differ only in the order of the summands. The famous and easily proved formula of Euler states that

fi (1xi") 11=1

= I + p(n)x'.
ioc

Now if we set

rd(r) J.h/24(r) =xh124111(1 _Xm),

where xh/24 means enun1l2, then we can rewrite (2) as

xh/241(r) = i + p(n)e'.
n= i

This shows us that partition problems are connected with modular forms: p(n) is almost the Fourier coeffi-
cient of a "modular form of degree 1/2."

Ramanujan conjectured certain congruences for p(n), in particular,

p(5n+4) O (mod 5)

p(7n+5) O (mod 7), nO, 1,2, . .
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He also gave proofs of (5) and so did many other authors. The feature of these congruences is that the argu-
ments form an arithmetic progression of difference equal to the modulus of the congruence.

Ramanujan also suggested an analytic method of proving these congruences, namely, by establishing
certain identities, of which the following is a sample:

11(1 - XSm ) 5p(5n+4)x5
II(1_xm)ßnO

An immediate consequence of this equation is the first congruence of (5). When the equation is rewritten
in terms of the j-function by means of (4), it becomes

4

(T+5241)
525r)1

= q(r))

This is an identity between modular functions belonging to a certain subgroup of the modular group. Equa-
tion (6) is proved in Rademacher, The Ramanujan identities under modular substitutions, Trans. Amer.
Math. Soc. 51 (1942).

Consideration of the above problem is complicated by the fact that is a form of fractional degreea
concept that can be accurately definedand this implies that has "multipliers":

T,1V ETh VI

where E = (V) is a certain very complicated 24° root of unity. From the standpoint of function theory it is
much simpler to treat the simplest possible modular form, namelyj(r), which is of zero degree and has no
multipliers. This is what we shall do, and our first object will be to look for congruences for the Fourier
coefficients of j (r).

2. Basic Lemmas

The modular properties of j are not affected by the addition of a constant; we shall therefore rewrite

j(r) x'+ c(m)x', x=e2
?fl i

as a normalization. We shall make use of the operator Uq defined in formula (10) of Chapter III, sec. 2; accord-
ing to lemma 10 of that section Uq has the following effect:

jIUq c(qm)x?1,
m= I

since we have set c(0)=0 in (7). Hence we can study cqin)the coefficients of an arithmetic progression
of indicesby studyingjlüq.

We shall see later that j Uq belongs to the subgroup ['o(q). The theory is very much simplified if F0(q)
is of genus zero. In this connection we have

LEMMA 1. When qprime, ['(q) is of genus O if and only if

q2, 3,5,7,13.

We shall prove only the "if" part 1, but before doing so, let us make a few remarks about ['o(q). It is
easier to treat F°(q) and just as effective, since Fo(q) =TF°(q)T', T= (0 11 0). We verify that
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where

so

Hence the fundamental region R(F°) = U bRi has two inequivalent parabolic cusps, namely. oe and O. Let
b B

e2, e3 be the number of elliptic cycles of orders 2.3 in R(F°). Since each region bR1 has the same area (ch.
I. (9)). we deduce from the hyperbolic area formula

1 1 2 q+1 e2 e3 q+1g-1+(2+e2+-e3)=
12 12

where ggenus of ['°(q). Hence q7 implies g<1, i.e., g0. Suppose q=l3. Then g1, but g1
implies 3e2 + 4e3 = 2, an impossible equation in nonnegative integers e2, e3. The same results clearly hold
for Fo(q). Q.E.D.

Let Fo(q) be of genus O. Then there exists a Hauptmodul* t'q(r) = t), which we can determine com-
pletely by demanding that it have a simple zero at T joe with residue 1 and a simple pole at T O. The
normalized t will have integral coefficients, as we shall see. Because jIUq{Fo(q) , O}, it can be expressed
as a rational function of t), and from this identity we can deduce our congruence.

LEMMA 2. {Fo(q), O} Uq C {Fo(q), o}.

PROOF. Letf{Fo(q), O}. Then for v=( a b) Fo(q),\qc d

(*)

F=F°(q) B,

B=f(i
i 0 1

0 i)oi<q;(1
)}

[F: Fo(q)J=q+1.

(fUq)V=q'f
I=0

(1 1'\( a b
ko q)kqc d

where ¡n is determined by am b+ld (mod q). This congruence is solvable, as (a. q)= 1. Since also(d. q) 1.
we can solve for I. given m; hence m runs with / over O. i.....q 1. Therefore

q-1 '1(fUq)V=q1 fI(0 ')fIUq.
m=O

Obviously fi Uq is holomorphic in H, since fis. Thus conditions i) and iii) of the definition of a modular function
(cf. (19), ch. I) are satisfied. In order to show that condition (ii) is satisfied, we shall develop expansions
forfUq at joe and O, which we need in any case.

Let (r) =fiU(,. Suppose we have proved the existence of expansions for at T joe and r= O, ie., we
have

'iV1= a(m)e2mnI,

*A Hauptmodul on a group G is a univalent function on G (cf. ch. I, th. 4).
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where V1. V2F. Vic= c, Vx-0. and À. /L are positive integers. For example we could choose
V11, V2T=(O].Il O). (If we had selected a WF instead of V1 with W, the expansion of f W
would have different coefficients a'(m) hut X arid i would be unchanged.) Suppose now A is an integral
matrix of determinant n > O. as specified in (19. ii). Then A is a cusp and so is equivalent by Fo(q) to i
or 0; say W1A is i or O as i = i or 2. WjFo(q). If we set A = WA, we have that Vj1A fixes and is integral
of (leterminant n. so that

¡r t\
D=V1Ai=I I.rsn.
\0 s/

Since jA=IW71A1A1. we get

JA=IVD1=(lV1)
(rr+t\sJ

where we note ris > 0. It follows that

Q(r)IA limlVi(r)

exists. Thus in order to satisfy requirement (ii) of the definition, it is sufficient to exhibit expansions tor
pfUq at jD and O.

At joo we have the expansionf(T) = a(m)x, hence by lemma 10, Chapter Ill,

(9) flUq a(qm)x,
q7n

an expansion of the required form.
Next consider the cusprO. We shall need

LEMMA 3. qf I Uq _qfIUqTf() _f(_)T=(
.

PROOF. The assertion is equivalent to

q-1
'f(MlT)=f(M(Tr)M!=(

1\f0 1\ /1 1
(1

im+1\
MT=(

q )1 o)q )= q )( ),q

as required.

q1

(( )(1
m\

f(M,Tr)If IT- 0q/

f(MmT),
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Continuing with the proof of lemma 2, we recall thatf is on Fo(q) and so there is an expansion at c=0,
which according to the discussion near Chapter 1 (24h) is

J T=f( - 1fr) = b(rn)e2/,

since TST = (1 0 q 1)Fo(q). Replacing r by qr. we get,

f}Wf(_1/qrl=b(m)xm, Xe2T ,Wr-1/qT

and this is the expansion we shall use in future at r = 0. (Tri other words, we are using exp ( 2rri Iqr) as a local
variable at r= 0.) Hence, using lemma 3 with r replaced by qr, we get

(10) (qfL7q)_l/qT= (qfUq)W=--q a(qrn)x+ a(m)xm_ b(m).
mas

Equations (9), (10) show that fUq has the behavior required of a modular form at the cusps 0, joe of the
fundamental region of l'o (q), and lemma 2 is proved. In particularJ(r) U0 is ori [' (q).

LEMMA 4. We have

rIWqI2I_1, WT-1/qr.

The proof is immediate once we know the formula

1(r)T= (_i)1I2(r), ( _j)1/2=m7i/4.

For the proof of (12) cf. C. L. Siegel, Mathematika, 1954; a sketch appears ins.

LEMMA 5. Let r(q-1)24, q=2, 3, 5, 7,13. Then

r
x+d2x2+

\ (r) /

is a Hauptmodul on Fo(q), D has a simple zero at joe, a simple pole at 0, and its Fourier series has integral
coefficients.

All statements follow easily from (3) and lemma 4 except the invariance on Fo(q). That is proved in2.

3. Congruences for c(m) mod q

The next step is to express the modular functions on Fo(q) as polynomials in 1 and I.

LEMMA 6. Let f{Fo(q), 0} and let

f(r) = a(m)x'°, J W=f( 1/qr) = b(m)xmn
mn=s rn=/

with integral a(m), b(m). Then

f(r)const.+ Ch
11 hl
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with integral C,, C_5, the sums being finite.

Define

b(T) f- C,q'-

with undetermined C1, C_h. The expansions of D' at the cusps 0, i are known from (11) md (13):

D(T) = x+0(x2),t1(i-) = x' + 0(1),

q2W=x_1 +0(1),_hIW0(x),
all series having integral coefhcients. Since triviallyJIW= (W). these equations show that any negative

r)

power x with an integral coefficient may be removed by subtracting a suitable integral multiple of q2iWf
or of (the two being equal). Now

rh

6jW-fWC4''
1I hI

Since 1?' = xh + we can find integers C,, / a 1 so that

bWb(0)+O(x).

Then we can find integers C_h, h 1, so that

a(0) +0(x).

Hence b(r) is a modular function that is regular in H and at the cusps of the fundamental region and so is a
constant (ch. I, th. 3). Q.E.D.

Observe that ifs 0, all C_, are zero, while if t 0, all C, are zero. At least one of s, t must be negative
iff is not to be a constant.

It is now a simple matter to apply the lemma to qjUq. The expansion of this function at i is given by
(8), so that in the lemma (J=qjIUq) we have s1. Also j(T) is invariant under TT-1/T, so

1(T) W =j(- 1/qT) j(qT) =x+ c(1)x+. .

hence, from (10), with f=j.

(qjl Uq) j W= -2_-' 0(x),

with integral coefficients. Thus t=q2. By the remark following the lemma, all C_, are zero. It follows that
the constant in (14) is zero, since 1 begins with x. Hence, dividing by q,we obtain

q2 LL_1
JjUq c(qm)xmC,q2 ,,

rn=1 1=1

and 1' has integral coefficients. Thus jjUq is equal to q- times a power series with integral coefficients.
Using the values of r in the five cases, we obtain the following congruences:

(15)
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c(2m) 0 (mod 211)

c(3m) 0 (mod 35)

c(5m) O (mod 52)

c(7m) O (mod 7), m 1,2,

Since r=2 for q= 13, there is no congruence for q 13; we shall discuss this situation more completely
in the next chapter.

4. Congruences for c(m) mod qa

We shall regard (16) as the first step of an induction that will result in congruences to powers of q.
First, however, we must discuss the modular equation.

THEOREM 1. Let G C F, [F : G] <, and suppose f, g are two modular functions on G. Then there is a poly-
nomial P with complex coefficients such that, identically in T,

P(f(T), g(T)) 0.

If we recall thatf, g project into meromorphic functions x on the Riemann surface H/C. the theorem
becomes evident, for H/G becomes a compact surface when the punctures arising from the parabolic classes
of G are filled in. In the neighbourhood of a puncture p, x(q) is meromorphic and x tends to a limit (finite
or infinite) as q p because of the similar condition placed on f(T) as T tends to a parabolic cusp. But the
set of meromorphic functions on a compact Riemann surface forms an algebraic function field in one variable,
and any two elements of the field are connected by an algebraic equation, which induces the same algebraic
equation satisfied by f, g. A direct proof that remains in H can be found in Short Course, p. 90.

The algebraic equation connecting f, g is called a modular equation. Set

Y(r)=qq().

Then Y{F°(q) , 0}, for with V (a, qblc, d)F°(q),

(VT
a(rIq)+b\ /T\

q) (qc(T/q)+d)=W'

since « is invariant on Fo(q). Now ['o(q), ['°(q) have the common subgroup

F8(q){((1 )Ersuchthatbco(tnodq)}.

of finite index in both. Hence 4 and Y are connected by a modular equation.
To find the modular equation use lemma 6 to write

qj(r)(r)+ a,4'(T),t"Iq, aiai(q)
=0
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(21)

The original work on this problem appears in Lehner, Amer. J. of Math. (1949), 136-148; 373-386.
Improvements in technique, as well as important new results, were introduced in Atkin and O'Brien, Trans.
Amer. Math. Soc. (1967). We shall follow the methods of the latter paper.

The remainder of this chapter, as well as all of the next, depends on the systematic use of a certain
valuation.

For a positive integer a, let ir(a) be the largest power of 5 that divides a, i.e., ir(a) e if and only if
5u. 54' We define ir(a/b) = ir(a) - ir(b); finally set ir(0) = . Thus ir(0) m for all positive integers in.
Clearly

ir(ab) ir(a) +

ir(a+b) min (ir(a), ir(b))

with equality if ira) ir(b). For example, (21) gives ir(b1) = 0, ir(ba) 3, . . ., ir(b5) = 10.

The general idea of the method we are going to use is as follows. By iterating (15) we obtain*

(2 la) i I U = c(5'n)x' = 5 ,
l,1

where U U' I U.5. The inductive step from a to cx+ lis made by applying U5, and obviously we must treat
4U5. Since t(r+1)=t(r), we see from (19) and (20) that the roots of (19) are Y(T+P), i.e.,

* in what follows we often omit the upper limit of a sum, ihe understanding being that all sums are finite.
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Now the left member of (18) is invariant under r - lIT, so the right hand side must be, and when we apply
(11) we get

Y+ a,Y'r4 + a4,

Y+a,(Y-'I)0.
The left member has the factor Yt'; excluding this and multiplying by yq-' we obtain, after rearrangement,

(1)'p,Y'=0,

with

L- 1) I+1J) = qrJ2+2 bkI'1,
where we have written ak = qrI2+zbk. The bk can be calculated and it turns out that except in one case b,.=bìJq)
is an integer.

We now consider the typical prime q5 and find by actual calculation:



(*) (r±V)_O
4

Hence
i (r±)=5_4S1=5_4P1,

where, in general,

4 / (r+v\ )h

is the sum of the hth powers of the roots. To calculate Sh we shall use Newton's formula for the sums o:
powers of the roots of an algebraic equation.

First,

S1 = =
Ai

b k

=
C1 k.

this being a definition ofclk. Since clk-55bk, we verify from (21) that

15(k+ 1) + 11
ir(c1k)=5+1r(bk) I I

L 2 ]

This is the case h = i of lemma 7. which we are about to state.

Let Chk be defined by

(24) S,1 = Cfl

That S can be written in this form follows by induction from Newton's formula (25) below.

LEMMA 7.

so that

15(k+ h) + i
L 2 ]

This is the crucial lemma needed to establish the inductive step from a to a+ 1.
To prove the lemma we recall that Newton's formula is

(25) Sh (_l)JpJS_J, h i

with pj=O forj>5, S0=h. Now assume the lemma for Ck when i <hand all k. Then from (20), (24), (25)

Sh = Chf'( 1)i1pS,1_

h-t 5 5
55 b,'i Ch_,kV+h5 5
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Ch,= 55hb,+_1 +5 Cnj, ,b,__1+1.
j1 kI

Hence, using (b) [5J4](as verified from (21)) and the properties of the valuation , we obtain

/ [5(t+h-1) 41
1T(Ch,) >min 5+

[ 2 j
5+i/i(h, t)

where

/15(k+hj) + 11 15(tk+j--l) 4
I'h,t min j+Lj,k 2 2

We now use a characteristic argument. Write the expression in the right member as

/rs(X+h)+11 r5(tX)-91\min (i j+[ 2k-j=À \L 2

it is invariant under X - X + 2. Now in the right member of (26) the index e = t - k - 1+1of b must be 1,
so X t-2. Hence the minimum is attained for Xt-3 or Xt-2:

[5(t+ h) 14] 15(1+ h) 9
)x=t-:i

L 2
( )x=t_i

2

and so for Xt-2. Therefore h,t
[5(t+h) 9],

hence

/15(t+h)+11 15(t+h)+11 15(t+h)+lrr(c,,) min
2 i' L 2 ])L 2

completing the induction and the proof of the lemma.
Since by (22)

S, = U5,

we get, as an immediate corollary:

(aflk)
[5k_h_1]

where we have set

U5 = ahkcT.

Thus is a polynomial in and by induction the same is true of
If we apl)ly the last statement to (21a) we see that ji U is a polynomial in and we write

i(r) I U= c(5an)x1jq.
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The congruence we wish to prove would follow from ir(j) a+ 1. In order to prove this, however, we have
to make the stronger assumption

(30) (jr) a+i+[5'5] for an a and all r 1.

For a 1, (30) is verified from (15):

I5r-5(jir)=(Cr53') 3r-1 2+[
2 ]

Apply U5 to (29):

implying

Hence, using (30) and (27)

Ja+i, r jakaAr.

15k-51
(j+i,r) a+1+min([5'1]+[

2 j).

The expression in parentheses is increasing for k - k + 2 and its minimum occurs for k = 1; hence

I 5r-5(ja+i,r)a+1+[52]a+2+[
2 ]

This completes the proof of

THEOREM2. c(5an)=0(mod5a+l),a1,n1.

The results for the remaining primes are:

c(2an) O (mod 2+8)
(31) c(3an) O (mod 32a+3)

c(7an) O(mod 7a), a1, n1

Chapter V Notes

1. To prove that the primes mentioned are the only ones for which F0 is of genus zero, we shall develop a
formula for the genus. As in the text we treat f0 instead of F0.

Let a be an elliptic fixed point of F° of order 2 and let Ga be its stabilizer; Ga is cyclic of order 2. Ifß
is another fixed point of order 2, then f3 and a are F°-equivalent if and only if G,, Ga are conjugate by F°.
Hence e2 is the number of conjugacy classes of stabilizers Ga.
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Let A generate a Ga. Every modular matrix of order 2 is F-conjugate to T (O - il O). Hence A MTM',
Md'. Writing l'=F° {BJ, as in the text, we have M=gB1 uniquely, for some gI'° and some i in 1 i

q+ 1, and A =gBTB'g'. Clearly BTB'F°. Hence every stabilizer Ga is associated uniquely with a
matrix BTB' in f 0 Moreover, if Ga {A} is F°-conjugate to G= {B}, then A and B are associated with
the same BTB1. That is, there is a mapping from the conjugacy classes of Ga into the matrices BTB71
lying in F.

Conversely, every BTB'F° is of order 2 and has the fixed point czB(z), where z is the complex
number i; hence it is the image under the mapping of the stabilizer Ga and so of the conjugacy class of Ga.

The preceding remarks justify the assertion that e2 is the number of i, 1 i q+ 1,for which BTB1'
lies in f.

Let us use this result to calculate e2. We have 1 q, Bq+iT. Now

/ -J2 1SiTS-i=(

hence this matrix is in F° if and only ifj2-1 (mod q), i.e., 1+ () times. Since TTT'=Tis certainly

not in F°, we have

1 1
ez = 1 + (-\q

By a slightly more complicated discussion one can prove that

e3 = 1+ C3)

Substituting these results in equation (*) of the text, we find, for the genus gg(q) of F°(q):

q-6 1f-1\ 1(-3\
g=

12

This formula shows at once that q> 13 implies g>0 and that g(11) = 1.

2. We must show that 'J?qt is invariant on Fo(q). Since Fo is assumed to be of genus O, there exists on
Fo a univalent function /i(r). We may assume Ji has a simple zero at i and a simple pole at O. otherwise
replace s by (mji(r) mjm(i))/(mJi(r) q(0)) with obvious modifications if q has the zero but not the pole.
etc. Furthermore, by multiplication by a constant we obtain

qJ(T)=x± . .

as the expansion at icc. What we must now prove is that

Since q is univalent and has its zero and pole at icc and O, respectively, that is, at the cusps of the funda-
mental region R of F0, it follows that q is regular and zero-free inside R.

Next, consider 111q1; it is regular in R, invariant on F0, has a pole of order q-1 at O, and its expansion at
icc is i9' +. . . . We assert the same, moreover, of the function
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where =24 is the function discussed in Chapter I, (26). As mentioned there, {[, 12}; hence (qT)E

{Fo(q),-12}. Therefore is invariant on 10(q). Since tT=& we get

(jT)(qT) (qT)-21X(-1/qT)
tX(r)T T_12(1/T)

where x1 = _2/q7 is a local variable at T = O. Hence has a pole of order q i at T = O. It is immediately
clear from the definition that

(r) =x' +.

at T Since z is regular and zero-free in R (in fact, in H), is regular in H. We have therefore established
that and qi-i have in common the properties mentioned above.

The function /q1q-1 is now seen to be regular in R and at the cusps of R, namely, jcc and O. There-
fore /q1q-1 is a constant (ch. J, sec. 2, th. 3), and this constant can oniy be 1 because the expansions of

and i/i' agree at icc. Since the two functions never vanish in H, we can extract the (q-1)st root:

{(qT)/1(T)}rrrzEd, r24/(q-1)

where = 1. Clearly is a regular function of T in H, but = i implies constant, and for the same
reason as before, 1. Hence iJi, as promised.

3. We may prove the formula for Tiy. y> O and then extend the result to all TH by analytic continuation.
Taking logarithms we obtain (log y real)

log ìji/ylogì(iy) = logy,

and substituting (3) we get

i i IT ( 1'\ i
1e l 1e1 12 \Y y, 2

logy

as the formula to be proved.
Let

F(z)=cothITNzcot N=n+,n=l,2,.
4tz y 2

and let C be the parallelogram joining the points y, i, y, i in order. In C, F has simple poles at z= il/N
and at z=ly/N, l=±i, . . ., ±n. The residue at zil/N equals (1/4ITl) cot ini/y, and noticing that this
is even in 1, we find

n I 1 i l i'Res F(il/N)
2ini T i e''

In the same way we get

Res Fn(1y/N) = th; T. _C21T1Y

(*)
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Besides these there is a triple pole atzO with residue i(y_y_1)/12. Hence the sum of all residues of F
in C is an expression whose limit for n equals 1/u-i times the left member of (*). The proof will be com-
plete, therefore, if we show that

Hm f Fn(z)dzlog y.

On the sides of C except at the vertices, zF(z) has, as n - , the limit 1/4 on the sides connecting y, i
and - y, - i, and the limit - 1/4 on the other sides. Furthermore, F(z) is uniformly bounded on C for all
n (use the fact that N is bounded away from the integers and that y> O). Hence by Lebesgue's theorem of
bounded convergence,

f i I î fi f' f-il dz
hm I F(z)dz-- - I + I - I + I4t J-i Jy Ji j_j z

if
fY fdz i fin
+1 =-

-log y,

as required.
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Chapter VI. The Fourier Coefficients of j(T). II.

1. Introduction

In the preceding lectures we have derived congruences for the Fourier coefficients c(n) of the modular
invariant 1(T) to the moduli 2, 3, 5, 7 and their powers. These primes, together with 13, are characterized by
the property that they are the primes q for which ['o(q) is of genus 0. But there is no congruence for 13.
In particular it is a fact that c(13) O (mod 13).

On the other hand Morris Newman has proved (Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 9 (1958), 609-612):

c(l3np) +c(13n)c(13p) +ptc(13n/p) O (mod 13),

with p = prime, p 13, p satisfies pp = i (mod 13), and as usual c(x) = 0 if x is not an integer. Now it
so happens that c(91) O (mod 13). Hence choosing p = 7 we get

c(91n) O(mod13)if(n,7)=1.

The last equation shows that c(n) is divisible by 13 on a set of integers that contains arithmetic pro-
gressions. But (1) shows more than this. In fact, c(13) - i (mod 13); and if we set

t(n) c(13n) c(13n)/c(13) (mod 13),

then (1) becomes

t(np) t(n)t(p) +p't(n/p) 0(mod 13), p 13.

The left member appears in the Hecke theory of forms of negative degree, which we discussed in Chapters
II and III. Thus we can say that the Fourier coefficients of j(T) exhibit the Hecke multiplicative relations
(with k =0) as congruences to the modulus ¡3 rather than as identities.

Similar assertions can be made of the earlier moduli q = 2,3,5, 7 if we define t(n) = c(qn)/c(q) (mod q).
This is possible, since it can be shown that c(q) is divisible by q to the exact power r24/(q-1),
whereas c(qn) is divisible by at least the same power; hence t(n) is integral mod q. Thus it appears that
q= 13 is the first typical case, the behaviour for the earlier values of q being obscured by the accident that
c(q) 0 (mod qr/2_1).

In this chapter we shall prove the following theorems.

THEOREM 1. With pprime 13 and

we have

Newman also proved

which can be generalized to

t0(n)=t(n) c(13an)/c(13Y)(mod 13a),

t(np) t(n)t(p) +p1t(n/p) O (mod 13a).

c(132n) 8c(13n)(mod 13),
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THEOREM 2. For all a 1 there exists a constant ka not divisible by 13 such that

c(13'n) kc(13an) (mod 13a), n= 1,2.....

This may be regarded as a ramified form of theorem i for the prime p= 13.
The material of this chapter is based on two papers: A.O.L. Atkin and J. N. O'Brien, Trans. Amer. Math.

Soc., 1967, and a paper by Atkin as yet unpublished.

2. Basic Lemmas

Since most of the lemmas required here are analogous to those developed in the last chapter and are
proved by the same techniques, we shall mostly confine ourselves to their statements.

The Hauptmodul on F0(13) is

/(13r)
(T)

and we have

t1ì3 W13'4', Wr-1/l3r.

Let

Y(T)=l3I(T/l3);

then

(-1)ipY'3i=0,

with
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(7)

(8)
J 12

( l)p
34

13

56 78 9 10 11 12 13

r ( b) 1 0 12 44 56 78 9 10 10

Here r is the valuation defined by

Note that

(9)

Set

ir(a)=iri3(a)=eif13Ia,

r(b) J_2+[

13e+Ia.

12I14
13f 16]

[ 14

Sh= YP= ChJ4,

where YjY(r+/)13t((r+l)/l3), 1,1,..., 12 are the roots of (6). Then with U13U, we define
ahh by



LEMMA 1.

I
u= 131S5= ahI.

[13(k+h+1)]
L 14

PROOF. We have CikI and so and by(9)

ri3k-161 113k+26]
(Cik) 3+L 14 iL 14 j'

as required.
Next assume the lemma for an h - i and all k 1. Then using Newton's formula for the sum of powers

of the roots of an algebraic equation (ch. V, (25)) we get

S11 = i3 (D' kbt-/:+J_l+ 13'h
tal jt kai tai

which implies

(12) = 133hb,,_ + 131 kb-k+J-i.
ja kai

The inequality

(13)

which completes the induction and proof.

COROLLARY.

This follows immediately from (11).

Ial Ibl Ia+b-131
14 j

is proved by noticing that it is periodic in a with period 14 for fixed b, and that for O a < 14 the left rnembei
equals [b/14J whereas the right member is [b/14}. Recalling that ir(a+b) min (IT(a), ir(b)), we no
get from (12), (9), and the inductive assumption:

/ 113(t+h-1)-161
IT(CIt) min 3+L 14

j,3+(h, t))
where

( [13(h+k_f+ 1)1 113(tk-1+j) _16])i/i(h,t)min
14 j+L 14j, k

E

13(t+h)-16-131_I l3(t+h)-2min
j,k 14 iL 14

by (13). Hence

min (3+
113(t+h) --291 I

[ 14 j,3+L 14

13kh-1
IT(ahk)

E 14 ]
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3. Proof of Theorem i

Theorem 1 is implied by the following assertion:

(j(T)IUa)ITI) l(j(r)IU')(mod 13a),p 13, U=U13.

Indeed, let us recall that

iIUa=Î c(13an)xn;

applying T (cf. ch. II, th. 2), we get (remember the degree k of j(T) is O),

c(l3anp) +p_lc(l3an/p) ¿c(13an)(mod 13a).

If we knew that

c(13') O (mod 13),

then (15) would yield la c(l3ap)/c(130) = t(p), and this gives theorem 1 at once.
In order to come to grips with (14) we first observe that both members of this equation are polynomials

q with no constant term. For jU' this is simply equation (29) of Chapter V. For jUT1, we can prove
the result by showing thatTis a polynomial in . Now T1 maps a function invariant on ['o(q) into another
such (ch. Il, th. 1). In view of Chapter V, lemma 6. then, we have to show only that 'ITP, I 1, has expan-
sions at T i and r O of the form

(*) IIT a(m)xm, s O, x
,n=s

(**) IT1,IV= î b(m)x
!fl1

respectively. (The integrality of a(in), b(m) is not needed since we are not insisting on the integrality of
the C1.) Now =x'+. . ., so (*) is evident. Since W commutes with T, we have, by (4),

I T W= (1IW) T= 13''IT= ( d,xh)Tp
malp

proving (**). Hence jIUaITp is a polynomial in I with no constant term.
We now write

(j Uû) T= g+1, kt',

which defines the tlumbersgak,jak. Then (14) is equivalent to

ga+1,k lajak(mod13a).

Now set

yt =g+i,sJatg+i, tJafa, s, t 1.
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If

(20)

then (18) is true, provided (16) is proved. For we can choose s=k, t1; since jai=C(13a) 0(mod 13) by
(16), the relation (20) yields (18) with 1aj'ga+i, i.

Hence what we have to prove are (20) and (16).

PROOF OF (20). The proof of (20) depends on the following result:

LEMMA 2. For a 1,

113k-21 113k-2
rr(jak) [ 14j' lr(ga+1,A.)

L 14

Lemma 2, in turn, is proved by induction on a. The case a1 is

113k-21 113k-21
L 14 14 j

The first assertion follows from Chapter V, (15), since 11k =C.l3''. To prove the second, we need two
other lemmas.

LEMMA 4. Setting
4jT=jW

we have
ir(fj.) k-1.

PROOF OF LEMMA 4. Let WTl/13r; W commutes with all T, p 13. Hence using (4) and Note 1,

4TIW= IWIT= 13' Ir'jT1= 13_1{x_l + bo+. . .}jT 13_1D_1{x+ b1+. .

= 131p {IP+ e1TrP' +. . . + e4 + b},

with eZ since 4' is over Z. Replacing T by - 1/13T (i.e., multiplying by W1) replaces by 13m, so

(t)ITp 13_1p_1{13e11?+ 132 e2tIY+. . . + 13''}
LEMMA5. iIU=+132IU2.

We sketch the proof. The function

F(r) = 13 {1 (- 1/l3r) + 13jU} = I' + 132tU

the identity of the two right members is clearcan be shown to be in {F, 0}. Hence the function

G(T) =j(T) - (fr'(T) + 1324(r))IU

is in {F, 0}, and besides is regular at jc Therefore Gconstant. Apply U:

iIU= IIU+ 13IU2+ const.
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Next consider
H(r) (t' ( 1/13v) + 13(t)_1 (r) U= 13(I) (T) + 13(I)1 (r) I U;

as before H{F, O}, also H is regular at joe and so constant. Thus

'IU=+C. Q.E.D.

We shall now complete the proof of lemma 3. Apply T1, to both sides in lemma 5; since T1, commutes
with U (cf. ch. III, sec. 2, lemma 9), we get

(21) jIUTtTp+ 132 hkV

First, recalling (11),

ITIUfpU=>f I)kfak
p'l p1 k1 k1 pl

By lemma 4 and the corollary to lemma 1, if we set

I)ITpU= mk(t',

then

rr(mk) =
(

fPaP) min
p1 P

113k-2
L 14

since the expression under the minimum is nondecreasing as p - p + 1. Next

(I? T U2= mI)P U flk(I,
pl ka!

and
T(flk) T( mpai..)

min(3P2l+l3P 113k-21
p L 14 i L 14 i) L 14 j

Hence from (21),

Recalling (17) and lemma 4 we finally get that

14

(2k) min((fk),(hk)) min (k_1

rk-21 i 13k-21 .
. >j13k_21Since k-1 k+L 14 j

L 14 j, it is clear that whatever the minimum maybe, 7r(gik)
= L 14

This completes the proof of lemma 3.
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Next we establish the inductive step a - a + i in lemma 2. Assume the result for some a and all k i
The proof is the same for the two functions, so let hk be either g1,k orj&. The inductive assumption i

[13k2 ithen 1T(hk) '
14 .

We have, by (17), (11), and the commutativity of T and U,

ha+i kI =

so that using the corollary to lemma i we get

(22) (ha+l,k) h&ai) min ((h,) +(a!k))

>.i([i3i_2]+[13k_1_1])>( )=O+[132]

by the usual argument involving 1 I + 2. We have proved lemma 2.
We are going to use lemma 2 to prove (20), but we can do this only by proving a stronger result.

LEMMA 6.
113(s+t)-32 i a 1; s, t i, s+t 3.

14 j
The last restriction on s, t is valid since r(y) =0. For a= 1:

=g2sjl, - g21j

= min {1T(g) + ir(jjt), ir(j1)+ ir(g21) },

and by lemma 3 both terms are not less than

113s-2
L 14 ]

[13t_2
]>

[13(s+t) 4-13
] >1+ [13(s+t) 31

]14 = 14

where we have used the inequality (13).
For a> 1 we have, as in (22),

ha+ i, k halalk, h. = k or jak;

so that

= g+1, iai janiamt Ja«L!s g+1, rnZmtIi )fli li fli

= ajaf{g+ IJam jaiga+i, m}
l,m

In this equation note that i + m 3, for / + m= 2 only for I = m = 1 and y = 0. Hence, applying the inductiv
assumption, we get, using (13) and the inequalities on

.(ya+l) min {a+ [13(/+ m) -321 [13(s+ t) (l+m) - 15]}
14 14i, rn

1+ iv 3
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The right member is increasing for/+mi+m+2, and /+m3; its minimum is attained for 1+m3.
Therefore

ajt.
Recall that ir(a+b)min (ir(a). rr(b)) whenever ir(a) ir(b). Now ir(aii)
S1=p1133(bj+ . . .)=132(13b1+ . . .)andir(l3bi)0.SinceSi=

and a11 = 132c11, which implies ir(a11) =0. Hence ir(jiaii) = ir(j1)+ ir(a11) =
assumption. So it follows from (23) that it is sufficient to prove

(24) ipapi) > 0.
0>1

But

(
jpapi)min

p>1

min1113'21 113pill
[ 14 j[ 14 ii'

and remembering p 2, this minimum is attained for p2 and the minimum 1 >0. Hence (24) is proved
and therefore (16) for a+ 1.

Finally, we must verify for 1. But this is clear from lemma 5; in fact,

Iii = 1 (mod 132).

This completes the proof of theorem 1. Theorem 2 is proved by the same methods but the proof is easier.

Chapter VI Notes

1. in Chapter ii, section 2, theorem 2 we developed a formula for the effect of T on a Fourier series
starting with a term in x8 with s 0. The extension to s < O is easily made and yields:

a(m)xT a(mp)x+p a(m/p)x" a'(m)x'.
ms ìnps rnps
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0. Indeed, from (7) and (8),
C1kl, this gives ir(cii) =2,

0+00, by the inductive

ir(y°+1) _a+

This concludes the proof of (20).
PROOF OF (16). We wish to prove

(16)

Let us assume this for an a, then

(23)

where ahk is, as before, defined by

F13 +t)-181 [13(s+t)_32]
14

Jop(1p1,

14
j=a+1+

ir(ji)0, a1.

1= japapi=jaiati-F-pl



PERIODICALS

JOURNAL OF RESEARCH reports National
Bureau of Standards research and development in
physics, mathematics, chemistry, and engineering.
Comprehensive scientific papers give complete details
of the work, including laboratory data, experimental
procedures, and theoretical and mathematical analy-
ses. Illustrated with photographs, drawings, and
charts.

Published in three sections, available separately:

Physics and Chemistry

Papers of interest primarily to scientists working in
these fields. This section covers a broad range of
physical and chemical research, with major emphasis
on standards of physical measurement, fundamental
constan and properties of matter. Issued six times
a year. Annual subscription: Domestic, $9.50; for-
eign, $11.75*.

Mathematical Sciences

Studies and compilations designed mainly for the
mathematician and theoretical physicist. Topics in
mathematical statistics, theory of experiment design,
numerical analysis, theoretical physics and chemis-
try, logical design and programming of computers
and computer systems. Short numerical tables.
Issued quarterly. Annual subscription : Domestic,
$5.00; foreign, $6.25*.

Engineering and Instrumentation

Reporting results of interest chiefly to the engineer
and the applied scientist. This section includes many
of the new developments in instrumentation resulting
from the Bureau's work in physical measurement,
data processing, and development of test methods.
It will also cover some of the work in acoustics,
applied mechanics, building research, and cryogenic
engineering. Issued quarterly. Annual subscription:
Domestic, $5.00; foreign, $6.25*.

TECHNICAL NEWS BULLETIN

The best single source of information concerning the
Bureau's research, developmental, cooperative and
publication activities, this monthly publication is
designed for the industry-oriented individual whose
daily work involves intimate contact with science and
technologyfor engineers, chemists, physicists, re-

search managers, product-development managers, and
company executives. Annual subscription: Domestic,
$3.00; foreign, $4.00*.
* Difference in price is due to extra cost of foreign mailing.

Order NBS publications from:

NBS TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS

Superintendent of Documents
Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C. 20402

NONPERIODICALS

Applied Mathematics Series. Mathematical tables,
manuals, and studies.

Building Science Series. Research results, test
methods, and performance criteria of building ma-
tenais, components, systems, and structures.

Handbooks. Recommended codes of engineering
and industrial practice (including safety codes) de-
veloped in cooperation with interested industries,
professional organizations, and regulatory bodies.

Special Publications. Proceedings of NBS çonfer-
ences, bibliographies, annual reports, wall charts,
pamphlets, etc.

Monographs. Major contributions to the technical
literature on various subjects related to the Bureau's
scientific and technical activities.

National Standard Reference Data Series.
NSRDS provides quantitive data on the physical
and chemical properties of materials, compiled from
the world's literature and critically evaluated.

Product Standards. Provide requirements for sizes,
types, quality and methods for testing various indus.
trial products. These standards are developed coopera-
tively with interested Government and industry groups
and provide the basis for common understanding of
product characteristics for both buyers and sellers.
Their use is voluntary.

Technical Notes. This series consists of communi-
cations and reports (covering both other agency and
NBS-sponsored work) of limited or transitory interest.

Federal Information Processing Standards Pub-
lications. This series is the official publication within
the Federal Government for information on standards
adopted and promulgated under the Public Law
89-306, and Bureau of the Budget Circular A-86
entitled, Standardization of Data Elements and Codes
in Data Systems.

CLEARI N G H O USE

The Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and
Technical Information, operated by NBS, supplies
unclassified information related to Government-gen-
erated science and technology in defense, space,
atomic energy, and other national programs. For
further information on Clearinghouse services, write:

Clearinghouse
U.S. Department of Commerce
Springfield, Virginia 22151
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